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Something d_ifferent

UCF's running game and defense will
highlight the fall se~son. ·
-SEE SPORTS. 17
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UCF's squirrel population is leading to a
, decimation of the french fry population. ·
.
. -SEE LIFESTYL~. 26
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Getting squirrely

Senior -breaks a ··
barrier·as·first ·
.black Miss ·ElOrida
:

~

.,

NAT ALIE RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER

1n Miami Thursday morning, UCF senior Ericka Dunlap prepared tp make her
dreams come true by filling out a f~w forms.
She's hoping to be Miss America soon, and
a lawyer not long after. Both dreams -ar~
closer-to being realized after Dunlap recent. ly won the Miss Florida pageant, becoming
the competition's first black wimier.
·
"It's so wonderful for me to be the first
person to set the precedent," Dunlap said. .
"It's wonderful in the sense that it's 2003.
and people are still making firsts."
On a platform of cultural diversity,· she'.ll head to Atlantic City, N.J. this fall to
compete in the Miss America pageant.
Dunlap began competing in pageants
as a child, spurred on by a supportive family. She takes the Florida crown from 2002's
PLEASE SEE.

UCF senior Ericka
Duolap is the first
African-American ·
Miss Florida, and as
such will compete
in September for
title of Miss ·
America.

Winner ON 1o

Campus Crusade
f6r €hrist founder
Bright, 81, dies
MARY ROURKE
LOS.ANGELES TIMES (KRT CAMPUS)
."';>

,

COURTESY KEVIN COCHIE

Capt. Kevin Cochie, a UCF graduate student, poses with Iraqi children on his recent tour of Iraq during Operation Desert Freedom.

, · Soldiers missed shOWers,.
good food, television in:Iraq
PATRICIA XAVIER
STAFF WRITER

As the summer-term winds down, students

,

study for finals while others trickle tn from
vacation or internships to prepare for the new
semester. Among the mix this fall will be
dozens of UCF .students-and faculty returning
·from war in Iraq. Last week friends anq family
greeted about 190 soldiers, including several
with ties to UCF, who had. spent nearly six
months overseas.
First Lt. Christopher Byrne, 24, of Delta
Troop 1Oth U.S. Cavalry, returned home July 15'
to start his senior year pursuing engineering at
UCF Byrne jQined the Army so he could get a
college education, but ended up putting ,that
education on hold seven months ago when he
and the 3rd Brigade, 3rd Infantry Division, was
. called to Iraq.

INSIDE

Though the pressures ,of engineering pale
in comparison with battlefield stress, Byrne, a
platoon leader, said he was never afraid. "Fear
. spreads like wildfire in combat. I had to remain
ealm," he said.
Over the course of the war, Byrne interacted with the civilian population routinely, and ,
said the reactions he saw were mixed, but most.:ly positive:
"The Iraqis are _a great people,~ Byrne said,
"very social and appreciative of our presence.
Some men there cried when they saw us and
said they had ~e~n waiting 12 years for us to
come. The Iraqis either loved us or hated us. A
lot had to do with whether we bombed their village or destroyed their home or car."
.
"I can't comment on the stuff we foun{tbut
ask ·any Iraqi if the en,d justified ,the means and

New voi~es In your head .
Two coincidentally launched morning shows give--radio
listeners somethin9 to talk about.

-LIFESTYLES, 26

PLEASE SEE

Intramural climax

William R. "Bill" Bright, who founded Campus Crusade for
Christ on the University of California-Los Angeles camp~ in
1951 and built it into an Evangelical Christian movement with
branches in 191 countries, has died. He was 81.
Bright died Saturday at his home in Orlando of complications from pulmonary fibrosis, said Steve Chapman, a
spokesman for Campus Crusade.
. The dedicated leader's religious fervor and a family tradition of supporting Republican candidates found expression in .
the Christian Embassy he established in Washington, D.C., in
the early 1970s for prayer and Bible study. Critics said it was an_
attempt to.organize a Christian coalition.Admirers applaude<I
Bright as a visionary.
PLEASE SEE

An assist from students
for a community in need
NATAL~E RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRI'i'ER

When assistant professor of psychology Ste.ven
Berman came to UCF's Daytona Beach campus in August
2001, he brought with him a drive to help the needy.
Back at Florida International University in Miami, he'd
- devised a workshop to help disadvantaged teens develop
problem-solving skills. He said the program gave them a
sense of direction and purpose. In Central Florida, he was

Soldiers O.N 4

A litany of amateur championships wrapped up the
summer intramural sports season rece·ntly.
•
-SPORTS, 23
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Lease for $219 ~ month +
month~ tax for 48 months.

*leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes
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·Higher education
around the nation
Des~ite ruling, Florida State U.
. continues battle over patents ·

.

,.

)

•

· Florida State University's patent dispute with a former postdoctoral student ·
isn't over yet.
·
_
Last month, a tbr_oojudge panel of a
federal appeals court overturned a district-court ruling favorable to the university._The panel ordered that patents on three
compounds that,might be useful as cancer
d;rugs be -awarded to the· former student,
Chllnlin Tao, and his ·colleagues at a
Cfilifornia company called American
Bioscience.
Florida State, however, still contends
that Tao is not the tj.ghtful inventor. They
say he_learned t_g make the compounds
from his professor, Robert Holton, and
then took Florida State's ~trade secrets to
American Bioscience, where he made the
compounds. ·''You can't have a (post-d.00- ·
toral) employee working in yo~ lab, take
your confidential researeb,~ andr,~ve3l itio
a third party,''. said Sidney L. · Matthew; a, .
· lawyer for Florida State. "It's Un.ethical
and illegal.".
···
Holton is the ,Florida State chemist
who developed the-technique for making ·
Bill Bright, who moved his Campus Crusade for Chri~t ministry from California to Central Florida in.1991', died Saturday in Orlando. He was 81.
synthetic Taxol, a widely-used cancer
- drug. With the proceeds from that, he created a foundation and a company that is
now trying to develop newer cancer drugs_
from . compounds that are analogs io . .
Taxol. ,
~
Matthew; who also - represents
Holton~s · foundation and company, oon. tends that the three American Bioscience
compounds themselves are probably
worthless. But his clients have asked the
entire. U.S. Colirt of Appeals for ·the ieder- · . FROM PAGE 1
neurial spirit,'. ' Neff said. "A person gets a
As Bright's .crusade grew,~~ attracted
al circuit to rehear the case.
vision, Calls a few friends, drums up ,a little high-profile supporters, _Johnny Cash and
Matthew said other universities have
His tightly run C~pus Crusade was money and does it. He doesn't wait for a Dale Evans among them. He ·also dre~ criti.ID.quired about joining in urging the full
singled out for its success as the largest· church bur~aucracy to approve the plan."
ci.Sm from high-powered voices.
·
court to take the case. The existing ruling
organization of its kind by USA Tuday in
Boriim Coweta, Okla., one of seyen.chilBilly Graham, the leading Evangelical
will "reduce the question of inventorship
199.6 and the most efficiently managed of its dren, Bright ·.was the son of prosperous preachei; complained publicly in 1974 when
to a determipation of who was tlie p~rson
kind by Money magazine -in.-1993 an<l~nf" · rancher and Republican turid-raiser, and the Bright opened ·his "Campus Crusade
who ultimately made the -;compound,
~<- ~
gr~~n of.,a pion~~ the oil industry. -Christian Embassy" in Washingto:r;i, D.G.,
in '95 and '96.
regardless of whether others contributed
"Bill Bright was a "~~~" said David.. ~ 'After~gra:dualing. fron't Northeastern State that lt was an attempt fo organize Christians.
important inventive ideas," he argued.
Neff, editor of Christianity Tuday magazine. College in Tahlequah, Okla., in 1943 he into a politic8.I bloc, a .· tactic Grah~
"This is gping to create some havoc·in the
"Not only for Campus Cru~~ but for ·other . moved fo Southern Califorma for business opposed.
···
law." ·
\.programs he launched"·
·
reasons. He saw growth opportunities ~or his
Jim Wallis, the editor of Sojourners
Americari. Bioscience sees th(' case ~ .
During hls . 50 years as head of his. "California Confections," which offered · Magazine for religious, political and social
differently. It eontends that what Tao did
organization, Bright expandoobis empire to candy, jam and jelly. -·.
issues, toldTheDallasMorningNewsin 1998
was.just what pest-doctoraf students are
include a film and video division that created
At the time, Bright was 23 and a "happy interview that Bright's embassy was "the
supposed to do: He took ~at he learned
afeatureonthelifeofJ~sus.Itwasprpduced pagan,"helatersaidAlongwithbuildingup first effort to form the religious right in
at Florida State and applied it elsewhere.
:
in 1979 and translated into 700 languages. a suecessful company he worked as an ama- America."
The company did pay to settle clainis
He added more than 60 other offices to his teur ~tor on radio theater, rode horseback
_Bri~t kept his embassy open despite
that it stole trade secrets from Holton's
original campus program, each one aimed to tO relax and socialized at the Coconut Grove_ criticisms, but he baclsed away.from political
lab, but its lawyer, Marty Sipple, said that ._
activism.
convert members of special-interest group, nightclub.
payment was not an a.9mission ~f guilt.
Brigb.t'.s landlord had been inviting~
Graham, whom Bright ·always described
_from athletes and executiv~s, to the military
. __ : and prison :q:imates. In 2000 his staff had ·. go to church, but he resisted. One day when a.S a friend, · said in a Written statement .
Bloomsburg U. student g~vemment . . . - · · grown to 26,000 and his annual budget was · he was driv:i.Jig along Hollywood Bmµevarq, Sunday Bright "ha.5 carried burden on
puts an end to party paface~ ~ ·
.·..,_, ~50 million..
he passed by the First Presbyterian__Qh.µr-ch. _. bis heart as .few 'men that I've ~ver known. A
The student governm~~t at
·Bright built· his organization With the
_- "It was as though· .·a:n -~unseen· hand burde;n ~or th~ evangelization of the world."
Bloomsburg University of PennsylVania is
helQ of a pamphlet he produced and freely reached out and pai:ked'the car and led II_J.e-'
_.B:right.ni(;>Yed~h~adqµarters to a new
sick of parties. So much so that When the
: . handed O';!t ~tarting~ 1951. It ~ntained four in,"-Bright said in -al)jnterview of'1998.,· :-~: .:·; ; ~lll.__plex. in Or!arido: Ui ) 989, after _a slowhome of the raucous annual "Spring BasP." :,,:, ~CP~in:tE? .that>he>r-eferred to as the Four
That, same 'force ..100' h:iiiJ..·.ib S@.tlay · gro\Yth initilitiye'ih-Sfili.Diego Cou.nty, Calif.,
came up for sale, the or~ation bou~t. ;~ ~-· -.SpirjtUal:J_,aW$: ~ey state that ~d loves school classes at the chm:c4-arid to -~·b9rn- : preyen~~ lpm fr~m expap.ding his lo~e
the apartment complex Just to bull~?2;~_1t;·: ff! , . :.-.every p~rs.o~ l;Uld has a plan for his or her .again religious convers1op:{ -At the time . base. :-:lll a converted ~esort hotel m
·
The block parties · at the complex, · · , life, sin separates people from God, Jesus is Bright made a "contract" with ' .God that · .Arrowhead_Springs. He h_sui wanted to ~d a
·.
:" 1,000..acre uniyersity and a 750-acre induswhich _happens to be op. Sesame Street, .. . ,tl;le only provision for a person's sins, and a· promised, "I am your slave."- . .
The following year, 1946',_ he entered trial park
drew thousands of students from across · · · person must indMdually receive Christ as
the state and often led to riots, clashes_;
his .or her savior. Princeton Theological Se}llinary in New . -:. From Orlando, Bright continue~ to travwith the police, and arrests. 'lb some .. · ·
, Members of a ·sororitY at UCLA were Jersey. He soon transferred .to Fuller el on business. some 300 days e~ year.
Bloomsburg students, the ha.Shes . ~ and '
Bright's first target From there he went on ,. Theological Seminary in Pasadena, CaI.i:f.,
He wrote his first novel; "Blessed Child,"
th~ dilapidated buildings where they took. ·
to train ~ore than one billion young people but kept his eonfections business going. .
after. 1~0 or so books and booklets on
place- were, a blight on the upiversity's _
at Can;ipus Crusade rallies and conferences,
.:•1 thought he was beco~g a fanatic," . Christian liviµg. And in 2001, following his
image.
.
to memorize his laws and repeat them to said Vonette Zachary Bright, his sweetheart tefminal diag.Ilosis, he appointed ~,succesWhen the buildings went on sale last
anyone who would listen.
back home in Oklahoma. Ue sent her letters sor, Steve Douglass, who had been a Campus
spring, student-government representaCritics charged that Bright's four laws expounding on bis new faith, and eventually Crusade ·staff member for more than 30
tives bought them for $1.9 milliq~, using
reduced Christianity to a. superficial formula. he persuaded Vonette to follow his lead. They : years. . 1 • _
. revenue from the . student-run· campqS .
Supporters describedhim as God's entrepre- married 'in 1948 and three years later·they
Bright ·is survfyed by his wife, Vonette;
bookstore and a lo~ from a looal. bank
nem .
co-founded Campus" Crusade . .- Bright tWo ~ons', Zachary and Bragiey,. a sister,
"One thing that characterizes American dropped out of the seminary and closed his Florence Skinner; a brother, Fbrest, and four
PLEASE.SEE Mayor oN 6
Eyangelical Protestantism is an entrepre- candy busines~. .
·
· grandchildren.
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UCFAlumni
.Association·.
New _«;.r:ad~· $·p~cial,.
It's ·all about... Pride·. Tradition ... .~eop·le .
Join the over .10,000 other.UCF graduates and , ·
become a member Qf the UCF Alumni Association.

Coutt.tl!SY Ki!VJ,N CocHIE

Captain Kevin Cochie, 32,:covers a mural of ousted Iraqi leade~ Saddam Aussein with an American flag following the fall of Baghdad.

flEATHER GLEH APARTMEHT.ff0"4ES
Despite those grievances, lar .forces.. Gochie said although
FROM .PAGE 1
Byrne said he missed home and the Iraqi military is more organthat being away allowed bim to ized than the 'Tuliban, they are
they would tell you yes."
Years of international pres- realize just what he had. H.e said still· under-trained, undersure, oppression by the Iraqi gov- · he missed the freedom and that equipped and nowhere close to
ernment, and more than two he missed Orlando's nightlife. He the level of American and allied
decades of sporadic war was evi- did manage to keep in touch with forces.
dent in the way Iraqis behaved loved ones through mail and e"There's no fight;'' Gochie
around the soldiers, ·Byrne said. mail, though.
_
said. "It's such an unfair fight,
"The people. thought loss of life . "I missed my girl, my car, my and that's exactly how we wantwas· the norm over there," he couch, my TY, all the little things edit to be. We really did nothing
said. "Most of them did not shy at we . take for granted as · but validate our training;
weapons. Most had AK-47s of Americans. You don't realize how Especiauy the unit I'm in. We're
the!r owp picked up from fleeing much you have until it all gets ·well-funded, we have the best
soldiers._ Gen~rally, though, we taken away. The mail seemed to equipment, and the most sophiswere welcomed warmly every- be ·delivered by donkey across ticated helicopter in the world."
where we went. The Iraqis would China - average letter took at
Gochie credits the Chinook
often invite us into their homes least three weeks, and a package helicopter his unit used in battle
for Chai Tea, a $Weet potent tea over a month."
with protecting the lives of sol.they drink in what looks like a
Phoning home was rare, he diers and helping advance the
·shot glass with the tea leaves still said, because there w.ere so few United States' position in the
on the bottom."
available phones in Iraq. Persian Gulf. The helicopters,
Because of the current wave Occasionally he would get to bor- which are used as assault airof violence that has befallen row a journalist's cell phone for a craft, are built to handle specific,
troops in Iraq, Byrne · said he quick call.
targeted missions by special
hopes the United States will get
l'fow home, Byrne said he operations ground forces. The
pe~keepers into the country,
looks forward to returning · to helicopters have bigger fuel
school. His goal is to. _pursue a tanks, digital glass coekpits and
and pull out the troops. ·
More than 90 servicemen-- master's in management and integrated avionics.
have died since President Bush devel9p and sell real estate when
"It's- phenomenal, it's so
declared the end of major comqat . he leaves the Army.
advanced, and the system is so
operations.
Apart from the windfall of incredible..! just can't say enough
He said America has to take arrivals this month, UCF saw · about it," Cochie said.
Despite recent criticism of
some steps to take.better ·ca.re of one of its soldiers return back in. .
and support its soldiers, ,'but MaY. Capt. K~vin· Cochie returned the government's handling . of
added that more needs to be after spending two and a half intelligence relating to Iriw and
done. "I think soldiers aren't months .· in the Iraqi desert. -weapons programs, Cochie said
taken care of as in the past and Gochie, 32, is already preparing President Bush made the right
that America quickly forgets for his next mission: starting decision in going to war.
about its active duty force when graduate school at UCF, studying
Gochie said his unit dependdeployed," Byrne said. ."Only industrial engineering.
ect solely on intelligence-informawhen the National Guard and
The Ohio native flew a .tion to complete its missions, and
Reserves ar~ called up do the Chinook MH-47E, a dual prO-: noted that information changes
proud legions of support become peller special operations helicop- daily, and keeping up·with those
apparent."
.
ter, while in Afghanistan, Where changes was a challenge for
Though that suppprt carried he was one of the first soldiers everyone.
ov~r into a. big welcoriiing whe1;1 deployed after Sept. f1.
Regardless of politics,
he and other soldiers returned,
. His ·highly classified mis- · Cochie said he believes _the yvork
-. hearing about anti-war protests · sions in Afghanistan took bim he did was about saving lives.
in the UnitedStateswhilehewas · across the .country, where his
. "Even if I· didn't agree, I ·
in Iraq made his heart sink;
unit helped destroy vital Taliban would have gladly-marched to my
. said.
strongholds. After speniling a lit-. orders. 'lb a military man, you
"I. don't care what people tie over three months fighting the have .fo set political views aside
thought -about the decision lead- Ta)iban, Cochie was reassigned and follow orders. Once you get
ing up to the war but 'once that to fight in ·Operation Iraqi . into the oombat ·zone, you are ·
decision was made people need- · Freedom, until' Baghdad fell on fighting for a lot of things, but
.ed to support the warriors risk- April 9. Because he worked with . bottom line, you are fl.ghting for
ing our lives over there," he said. "special ops," Cochie's a.Ssign- the guy next to you~ That's why
"I don't care if they were against ments were usually done very . soldiers fight. ·They fight for other
it.·As a couney we decided to go quickly, and involved what he soldiers. We live in the greatest
to war and as Afilericans they calls the best-trained personnel nation in the world. We ·are so
.needed to support their armed in the military.
lucky to be free - not oppressed
forces. We didn't-make the deci.- While in fyaq his unit han- -it's worth fightirig for." ·
sion. Politicians did. We just fol- dled specialized missions with . ·.
·PLEASE SEE Friends·ON 7
' lowed orders."
more definite targets than regu- .
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'UCF.is proud of the 51 doctoral .and 601 master's students graduating this Summer.
They now have 2.2 million more reasons tq.celebrate their graduation.
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Time To Expand
Yout. .nusiness?

Mayor applauds demise .of
raucous student celebration
other expenses to university a variable interest rate for. con. credit cards, but could not docu- solidated loans, but would cap
The first building was. · inent that they· were solely·.for the rate at 6.8 percent,· said ·
Cameron Johnson, a spokesman
demqlished this month, and two uniVersity business.
State lawmakers and . for Rep. Wu. Officials with Sallie
others will fall by the end of the
summer, said Amy E. .Hess, a sen- reporters have particularly ques- Mae declined to comment on
ior and the student government. tiori.ed Shumaker's frequent trips vyhethe!! they would support a·
president: The remaining four · ·to Louisville, Ky., where he has cap on the variable ·rdte ·that is
buildings will stay up for the aca- been settling his divorce, and tO set at such a relatively low leveL .
demic year, until students' leases . Birmingham, Ala., where he visitAnotb.er _contentious proviexpire. Then those structures ed Carol Z. Garrison, president of. sion of Wu's bill would elimiI_!.ate·
will also ·be torn down, to be the University of Alabama at the "singie-holder· rule," a longreplaced by parking garages or Bifmingham. Garr~on was time target of loan-consolidation
new apartments. They are too provost at the University of companies. The rule requires
Louisville when Shumaker was borrowers to eonsolidate multiderelict to repair,- she says. ·
. The town's mayor, Qharles · its president, and he said they ple student ioans with their cur(Chip) Coffman, said he is glad.to are "very good p~rsonal friends." ·rent holder, unless tney . have
Shumaker ·said last week loans with more than one holder,
see the buildings go. An ·ordinance passf)d last year prolnoits that he would reimburse t4e uni- in which case they caD. refinance
'\mpermitted parties," ·and the versity $24,600 for the flights to t,hem
with . any
lender.
hosts of-large celebrations ·are Birmingham and Louisville. He Elimination of the rtile would be a
charged for police overtime, but has already reimbursed the lll)i- · bonanza for loan-consolidation
this is the best soluti9n, he says. versity $5,134 for some of the · companies, ,which hope to lure
"They want no parties."Fbr stu- commercial flights. He· said he borrovyers away from 1llore
dents to say that is a real step also had eliminat~ his universi- established lenders. The morety credit card.
established lenders have been
. forth in history."
··
fairly quiet about the consolida6ovemor seeks audit of U. of
l.Dw interest rates maY.J~rompt · tion proposals being discussed,
Tennessee president's spending changes in loan consoh<lations hut it ·iS unlikely that they would
The president of the
Record-low interest rates · let the singie-holder rule die withUniversity of Tennessee ha.S been have made borrowers who con- out a fight.
flying high during his fir.st year in solidated their student loans sevoffice, and the state's governor is · era! years ago - and locked in Congress considers measures
- calling for a landing.
· what are now considered high to curtail illegal file sha~ng
- Gov. Phil Bredesen last week rates - wish they could do it all
A bill introduced Jtily 16 in
asked for an investigation · into over again. But under federal law Congress to curtail online music
/
President John W. Shumaker1s they get only one chance, leaving and video piracy woUld set jail
use of a university airplane and many disgruntled borrowers to terms of up to five years, accomcredit cards for personal expens'- call their congressional repre- panied by fines of as much as
es, and the institution's awarding sentatives in recent weeks to $250,000, for uploading a singie
of at least two no-bid contracts to complain that they, too, want to copyrighted work ..
people the president knew.
take advantage of lower interest
The bill is the more dramat"You don't just sweep it rates.
'
ic of two currently before the
Responding to that ·pres- House. of Representatives that
under the nJ.g or say; I've got
great confidence in yoti," the gov- sure, some Democratic members could affect college students who
ernor said at a news conference. of Congress are leading a push -use file-shatjng programs. Titled ·
"Let's Qpen this up. If-he has not for legislation that would allow the Author, Consumer, and ·
done anything-wrong, or if he has borrowers to consolidate their Computer Owner Protection and
done something wrong that he· loans multiple times. Reps. Ros~ Security Act of . 2003, HR 2752
can· easily correct, I don't want L. DeLauro, of Connecticut; would, among other things, make
· him to have a dark cloud hanging Danny K Davis, of Illinois;_and it a felony to upload a singie file of
over ·his head for the next_few David Wu, of Oregon, have each copyrighted material, thereby
years."
introduced bills.
increasing jail ~e and fines for
The Democratic governor,
- Loan con8olidatiori. lets bor- offenders! Currently, such violawho is th€ ex officio chairman of rowers combine several student tions of copyright are · usually
the university's :Board . of - loans into one and then lock in a conside!'ed misdemeanors.
Democratic Reps. Howard
Trustees, urged Shumaker to - singie interest .rate. This month,
. reimburse the university for any that interest rate fell to a record L. Berman, · of California, and
"questionable" expenses and low of 3.4 percent. Consolidating John Conyers Jr., of Michigan, .
asked the board to' appoint a loans for a second time could introduced the bill.
·
look into .· mean substantial savings for
Another ·bill _; the Piracy .
·committee to
Shumaker' s financial dealings. some borrowers, especially those Deterrence and Education Act of
Shumaker is one of the highest- who combined their loans three 2003, HR 2517 -would establish
·paid college.leaders, with annual _ years ago when rates were an "Internet Use Education /'
compensation. ol about $733,550. around 8 pe;rcent. Fbr example, a Program" · in the office of the
The board's vice chairman, $25,000 loan repaid over 20 years associate attorney general The
. R. Clayton McWb.orter, has asked at that rate would cost about program would educate the pub- .
the university's internal auditor. $15,000 more than the.same loan lie, educational institutions, and
corporations about _'using copyto examine Shumake;r's expens- balanee at 3.5 percent.
es, as well as contracts for con"It would provide · tremen- righted materi.81 on the Internet.
· stilting. McWhorter said he- dous - relief," said Lesley
That bill, introduced last
-expects to ·receive the auditor's -sillaman, Rep. DeLauro's press month by · Berman and Rep.
findings by August and then will secretary. "The ·point here is to Lamar
Smith,
a
Texas.
appoint the board committee to make student-loan debt more · Republican, would direct the
.
· manageable and coll,ege educa~ Dep~ent of Education to help '
review them.
Shumaker did not return tion more affordable."
.
schools and .colleges comply with
telephone calls seeking·comment
'Fhe legislation introduced , copyright law. ·
last week, but he issued brief by Wu has 52 co-sponsors and ·
The Federal Bureau of
1"fitten statement. "I have appre- several oontroversifil provisiqns, Investigatiop. also would be
ciated the governor's wise coun- including one change long sought required'to develop a program to ·
sel on this matter ·over the p~t ·by Republicans. Last year, lobby- discourage copyrighf iilfringe. few weeks," he said, "and wel- ists for Sallie ·Mae and some ment. In addition, the bill would
come the opportunity to review . other lenders pressed the Bush permit copyright owners to sue
all of these issues with designat- administratjon an_d · Republican . those who pirate:matetj.ai, even if
ed members of the UT Board of _congressional leaders to :change the owners had failed to register
-Trustees."
_
the interest rate on consolidated their works with the U.S.
The questions began flying . loans from a fixed to ·a variable Copyright Office.
this spring after Shumaker, asked rate, to:.make loan consolidation
That bill is expected to be
for a new airplane to repl~ the a less attractive option for bor- discussed and voted oil next
university's 25-year-old ·King Air · rowers. · After coming under a week .in the- House Judi.ciary
200 turboprop.
firestorm of criticism from advo- Committee's. Subcommittee on ·
Local reporters examined cates for students, college lobby- · the Courts, the Internet and
the president's use. of the plane, is_ts, and Democratic lawmakers, ·Intellectual Property. Arid the legand discovered that he had made the' White House abandoned the islation maybe revised to include
187 flights on it since ~becoming proposal.
.
elements. of the bill that was
The bill from Wu is a -com- · introduced on July 16, ·-a House
president, in ~une 2002. He ~o
billed commercial ·flights and promise of ·sorts~. It would, cre~te . · aide said.
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-. We Provide The·Building Bl~cks To
Help You Succeed..
At The Citizens Bank of Oviedo, our commercial loan
, professionals kn~w that opp~rtunities don't often
knock twice. When it's time for your business to
expand, call on us for finan~ial "solutions which help
you move forward·on the rqad to success.
•. Most decisions made within one week
• ·l\1ost loan closi~gs within two -weeks · :-• Fast, friendly s~rvice
··
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Friends continue·fight
-against old regime
'

,.

just excited about ·school."
Reserve Officer Trailling
Cochie said he is just happy . Corps office manage_r Betty
~ to be home,- and he miss.e d a lot · Martin said she is not surprised
· of- regular t1:J.ings he didn't have Gochie set su~h high goals for
in Iraq, like good food, showers, himself. She said she is proud of
workouts and television.
all the young men .and women
While he i:s happy to be ...who have sacrificed their safety.
"Kevin is one of the. best
home, he · said making the
adjustment from combat to · young m~n I've ever met,"
school will be a challenge. Martin said. "He's been.through
Despite that, Gochie said he will . a lot. That's -what I love .about
be disappointed U: he doesn't my job - every day I witness
leave graduate school with-a 4.0 . the best of America's J.dds, pe0:
GPA.
·
ple like Kevin who · have.
· character,
Even while setting new . accountability,
himself, Gochie r~spect, courtesy - all of the
civilian goals
said he constantly thlnkS about wonderful characteristics of
friendS and comrades who lost _American "life. Kids who . go
their lives and those . who are thrgugh all this, kids like Kevin:,
still in battle.
are a cut above the rest. They
"It's hard not to want to.be aren't ordinary people, they are·
with your friends that are still extraordinary people."
·
over t~ere ·[fighting the reni" Another reasori Cochie is
nants of the Iraqi regime]," happy to be·home is the support
Gochie said. "It's tough . Jt's a he has received from family;
very volatile environm'ent and friends, ' his community in
. will take some time to handle. It Ashland, Ohio, and strangers.
· saddens me whenever a soldier
· "The overwhelming suplos~s his life. I've lost 1i close ' po:r:t for the soldiers has been
personal friends in combat abs.olutely awesome. Ever since
since 9-11, including my best I got back from Afghanistan in ·
.. friend. It's hard_not to want that, early 2002, anywhere I am, anybut in the same breath for me, time I'll be out in my uniform ·
personally, it's nice to have --a and somecme Will pick up my
lifestyle change. Living in those lunch, or people just go out of
harsh conditions in the ·desert their way to say thank you. It's
wears you out.Right now I'm been really nice." ·
FRoM· PAGE
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Welco.~ing .you t~
•
1

The·lraqis are a.great
people-very social and
appreciative of 'our ,
presence. Some men there
cried when·they saw us and
said _they had been waiting
12 years ~for us to come. .

UCF

_You do the math.

_,,

-lST LT. CHRISTOPHER BYRNE
of Delta _Troop 10th U.S. Cavafry; UCF engineering major

Take 10% off any of your favorite
Atlanta Bread Company foods when
you ·show your Student ID: Try -a

• Costa Rica's Finest Gourmet
Coffee-Cafe Britt
• A Wide Selectfon of Exotic Teas
• Orgaajc.Coffee and Tea .
Available • Rel~ed, Elegant Atmosphere
• Broadband T-1 Connection
• · Dell Computer with CD Burners ,
• . Wirele~s 1;'-1 for Laptops ·

breakfast" sandwich and a latte or a
cafechrllo ... come , by · for breakfast,
lunch or dioner and e_n joy some soup,
BAl<ERY CAFE

a salad, a sandwich or even a ·panini ~· I•

WE CATER SMALL and LARGE GROUPS!
Come visit us:
Waterford Lakes
330 North Alafaya Trail
0 rlando, FL 32828 ·
Alafaya Trail

Waterfo.rd
Town Center

Phone 407 .382.1506
Fax 407.382.1507
·Mon-Thurs 6:30am-9pm
· Fri-Sat f,>:30-1 Opm
Sun 7am -8pm
* Offer valid only at Waterfo rd 'Lakes location.
Offer expi res 6/3 0/03. Not valid with any· other offer.

',

·•
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NEED EXTRA _CASH

not an extra job?

UCF students earn

·oc1 biologicals can't pun ·a rabbit out of a hat!

credit while helping
teens·avoid drugs
able work experience to his
psychology
students,
hopip.g to find a new group of Berman's also gaining from
youths, to help figure them out the experience. "It's good for
where they're heading in life.
me because it's a , research
Berman said he's always . project," he said. .
felt the need.to help out in the
.The UCF students .teach
·community. The program just groups of teens how to achieve
gave him the chance to fill that g9als in their lives by figuring
need.
out what problems they have
His·.heart was drawn to and finding ways around them.
Pierson, -a farming community '
As the.teens' parents culabout an hour's drive ·north- tivate and .harvest ferns for a
living, so do their children.
east of Orlando.
After he read an article in When the children aren't
a paper .~bout their farm work- working, Berman says he
ers, there, · he chose .Pierson hopes the skills · they learn
because he said it was a com- through this program help
-munity in · great need. "They . them avoid trouble, whether
have virtually no psychological. it) pregnancy or drugs.
services in their commlinity,"
"We put them· in- small
he said.
groups and talked .about who
The town has ·a substan- they were, what they.wanted
tial population of immigrant - out of their life, and identified
laborers, mostly from Mexico. certain problems in reaching ·
Children of these immigrants their goals," Berman said.
face problems such as early From there the UCF students
teenage pregnancy, _drugs and began working on problem
alcohol · abuse. 'They're also solving skills to aid the disadmore likely to drop out of high vantaged t~ens to make better
school. . ''A lot of these kids choices about their lives.
don't see ·much of a future for
Berman said he_has a perthemselves," said Berman.
sonai affinity for working with
After talking to Alfredo Hispanics, because his wife is
Hispanic. "I married a
Colombian womap. and we're
bringing up .our kids bilingual."
He immersed himself in
the Hispanic community
l~'s
because of his attraction to
their cultm:e and because
"they are a p_opulation very
·much in need that may benefit
the type of work that I
t~at · from
do," Berman said.
Both graduate and undergrad students .help in the program - Berman extended the
program · to his undergrads
because he needed more bilingual students to help out. The
teens at Pjerson · all speak
English,. but their parents do
not. In order to help relations
g~oup
with the parents, Berman
-STEYEN BERMA,N needed his students to be able
UCF a~sistant psychology professor to talk to them as well as their .
children.
In the spring semester, he
- had two groups of Pierson
. .teens participating in the project, from middle school and
Bahena, .director of the local hign school.
farmworkers
association,
. The UCF undergrads
Berman and colleague Robert involved in the project could
J(ennerley· foi:med a group to · earn credit for their work, or
. carry out workshops . . in just consider it . volunteer
·
.
work. All graduate students
Pierson.
Four student volunteers worked without school credit.
from the Daytona Beach camBerman plans to continue
pus and the two instructors running the Pierson project
started iµaking weekly Visits . through the fall semester. He
to Pierson on Saturdays dur- also has plans to visit Apopka
.ing the spring semester. Th,e this fall to further his aid to the
main goal of the visits·-was to farm workers of Central
. try to give teens in the town a Florida.
"The more students I can
wider view: of life by showing
them their · capabilities and get, the bigger the program·
potential.
.
can_be and the mo:r:e services
The Pierson project is we can offer t9 the migrant
actually run by -his students, farm worker community;"
· Berman said. · He and other ~ Bernian said." He added that
professors simply help super-.·_·the Flprida Farmworkers
· vise. "That way stuc;lents get a· Association could most likely
really nice experience," he use volunteers in a variety of
_ said. "Ifs good training, good ways.
.
.
expo·sure to a population that
Berman said he'll take
they wouldn't normally deal anyone who ~ants to .volunwith. It gives them training·in , teer, whether they speak ,
group therapy," he said. ·
Spanish or not_. "Bilingualism
While helping the Pierson ·is a phis, but no~ a necessity,"
community and ·giving valu- ·. lie said. ·
FROM PAGE

WE NEED YOU!'
Help us ·make magic •••

. DONATE PLASMA

1

You earn up to

-$180

every monfh you donate! · .

You may qualify to
participate in ~ special
··plasma program with
compensation up t~

Simple equation:
Plasma saves lives,You give plasma,
YOU SAVE LIVES!

And somewhere a child whispers...

'~THANKYOU.'~ ·

$SOO/mo.

.

Now that's·MAGI(! .

DCI Biologicals invites you to make magk"":""""

DONATE P-tASMA
Call or come by- Make magic and save alife.
DCI Biologicals of Orlando

321-235-9100
1·900 Alafaya Trail, Suite
SOO

good
.
trai'1ing, good .
exposure to a
population
they wouldn't
normally deal
,with. ·It gives
them training in
therapy.

Master of Business Administration
Creating.Value Through Strategi~ Leadership .

Master of Scic::nce in Technology
.and Innovation Management. ·
Florida's Training Groundfor Technoiogy Leaders -,,
.

.
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INFORMATION SESSION

•·

Meet Faculty • Preview Courses • Tour Facilities

·

·.

Tuesday, Jlily-29 ·• 5:30 p.m..Music·Room, Plant Hall .

:.·

R.S.V.P. (8131258-7409

- -

E. mafl: cobgrad@utedu •Web site: graduate.utedu

The.LJnirersity Of

TAM. PA .

. JOHN H. ,SYKES COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
BUILDING BUSINESS LEADERS SINCE 1931

. ,.MEO, ,BE
~

REAL FOGO

eEorYou

CAM?US

· 1. ...·.You've Got Cho~ s
l.Ocated in the Student Resource Center · REN ·...Nourish Your Bodi,. ind_&Spi
-vo.u r UCF campus restaurant .features unlimJted ·servings of your favorite foods . .

This y~ar, healthy, natural choices are in. So are bold flavors, sizzl.e and tast~.
The Marketplace featuring Real Food on Campus (RFQC) brings you a restaurant
where you can really be a part of what's happening. You c·an w_
atch the chef prepare
and present your meal of unlimted servings in a colorful, appetizing, and exciting setting.
_-Everyone is welcome to dine in! We proudly accept cash, UCF Dining Memberships (formerly
meal plans}, & ·E-Cash. Hav~n't you _heard ... Having a dining membership the Marketplace .
campus restaurant is the most econo~ical way to eat_on campu~ !
-

to

,·

-Cash Price -

·vs . ·Facultv Dining Me•bership.
l

......

,$5 Break,as~
$6 lu._ch :
$1 Dinner

..;.

"

Onlv ·
·$4.JJ per .visit .

Name: . · . _
Phone #:
Department:
Social Se_curity. #~ .
UCF ID Card #: -5857-1921Check
·Cash ·
Visa/MasterCard ·

Faculty and Staff Dining Membership

20 visits to the MarketPlace
$95~50 (tax include9)

-

Add an additionar 20 visits -in our
office beside the Marketpl.ace.
·_Thank you and we look forward
. serving you!
This plan expires on·

to

Please see our dining repre$entatives tor details. ·
Please pay in full at
dining office (SRC 109) inside the Marketplace.
Questions Call us: 407-823-2651
.
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Winner pushes cultural diversity
.FROM PAGE 1

winner, ·Katherine Carson, also a
UCF student.
Each Miss·· America contestant ~ust have :;i. platform, an issue
about which they are -passionate
and have worked toward furthering. Miss America 2003 Erika
Harold, is campaigning against
youth Violence and bullying.
Dunlap, an Orlando native,
said her platform of cultural cliversity is inspired by Florida's_meltin:g pot history. She plans to carry .
that heritage with her on her
national campaign. "Being Miss,
Florida is great when I'm out of
the state because I'll be a true re~ ·
resentative of the diversity;" she

""--............

said.

She added: "It's about making sure that people from an
walks of life are reoognized. By
celebrating all the different cultures· and learning more about
them, we're able to have a more .
inclusive society."
.
. The Miss Florida crown
passed to Dunlap June 28 in St.
Petersburg, where she competed
against 42 other contestants,.
including four · other UCF students.
_:Qunlap said she serves as a ·
·-role model not only as Miss
Florida but also in other capacities. "I strive to be a role model in
everywaythatfoan, even through
my personal life without having a
title, just being me, and not just for
minority children but for all children. 'It's important that they
have someone they can look up to
and they can refer to when they
need a little inspiration," she said

COURTllSY MISS FLORIDA PAGEANT

UCF senior EriCka Ounla·pwas crowned,
becoming the first black Miss Florida.

Before a competition, Dunlap
said she prepares herself by
focusing on what is important in
her life - -the focus helps her to
get the most out of each experience, despite the intensity and
anxiety a competition brings.
"There are times· when you get a
little cold chill down your spine,
you get a littl~ nervous, and it's
just a matter of regrouping at that
time," she said. "If you're- prepared, then you're going to be
OK"
The 21-year-old says she
lives by the motto "Poor preparation produces poor performance."
When she gets nervous, she just
reminds herself that she's pre-

pared, and she'll do fine.
- She's now looking forward to
the biggest pageant of her lif~,
. Miss America 2003, to be broadcast at 8 p.m. Sept. 20 on ABC.
"I really just want have the
best experience possible, have the
best time, really take in every'thing that's given to me throughout that time period," Dunlap
said.
After her pageant days are
over,·Dunlap says she wants ~o be
a sports and entertainment
. lawyer. "I've alwayS wanted to do
two things on a long-term scale
and that was to go to Miss
America, be Miss America, and to
also be an attorney." .
-Fbllowing her state win and
the accompanying $12,000 scholarship, Dunlap is one step closer
to both goals.
·
· "One of the major things that
attracts youngwomen to this program is tlie fact that. you have a
chance to contiI;me your education and continue it debt-free with
this program, if you are successful
within It," she said.
The Miss Ameriea orgaruzation is the largest scholarship program for young women in the
world. In 2002 the organization
contributed more than $45 million
dollars to woµien in the organization. · Though entrants may compet~ multiple times at the state .
leveL state-level winners may only
compete for the Miss America title
once. ''I'm overjoyed with the fact
that I have this chance," Dunlap
said "It's a once in a lifetime
opportuility. You can only g<r
once."
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Bush risking lives
over failed .policies···
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CF recentlyweloomed home some of its sol- · able. After three ;months, an Iraqi-led government is
<lier-students, after months seeing and hear- finally starting to take shape.
'
ing only scattered reports of their progress
. The facts don't reflect well on the Bush administhrough the media. Operation Iraqi-Freedom tration's strategy. We ~ven't ~ywon anything,
just changed the game a little. Now, rather than fightwas deemed·a success back in April·by President ·
ing a dictator with sanctions, air strikes and rhetoric,
GeQrge W. l3ush, but since then the casualties on the
we're fighting :tholisands of m~rcenaries- and out- ·
allied side bave oontinued to mount. More than 90
American soldiers have died since Bush declared .an ' ragro Iraqis -who want a oountry that's better off
than it -was -when Hussein was in power, something
end to major oombat operations, bringing the total
allied deaths since war began to 275. · ·
·
we promised but haven't delivered
In the greater picture, the war on terror, Bush
While some of our soldiers are home, many
may have to write this off as a failure, or gioss over it
remain stuck in What has turned into a political .
nightmare for Bush, and an emotional nightmare for- like in Afghanistan-where the biggBst threat to···
families of tb.ose soldiers.
. .
American security, Osama Bin Laden, remains at
.
·- The loQ.gBr Americans remain in Iraq; the worse -. large.'
Ironically,
in
handling
the North I\orean situathe ~ation's popularity is likely to fair
tion, a war of words against a dictator with technolobecause more people will die needlessly.
gy capable of striking the United States .from the ·
The strategy in Iraq has failed in spectacular
Korean Peninsula, we're/taking a passive, diplomatic ·
fashion. The war started beca~ the Bush adminisroute.
tration said Iraq posed a grave threat to American
North Korean PreSident Kim Jong 11 oontinues
safety and world stability because the oountry bad
nuclear; chemical and biological weapons that they
to defy the United States and the International
Atomic.Energy Agency by oontinuing to operate
were prepared to unleash on innocent victims inside
nucleal"facilities without allowing i_nspections.
and outside of Iraq. NonE:i of these weapons have
-Through all of this, the administration has mainbeen found
tained its strategies, and fought any concession that
_The seoondary goal, to take out Iraqi leader ,
its policies are flawed or failing. In order to maintain
Saddam Hussein and therefore his regime so as to
bring a quick end to the war,·also failed The deeapithe appearance of oontroL the United States is allowtation strike that preceded the war, numerous bunker .mg more of our troops to die, and allowing our ene-mies to consolidate their forces.
busters and cruise missiles, and careful searching
have failed to produce either a dead-or living
Saddam Hussein is likely oontrolling a guerilla
Hussein.
army to terrorize and demoralize the American
Worse still, not only is it evident that Hussein
troops in Iraq, Osama Bin Laden oontinues to send
out communiques to his mercenaries and follower8,
did no_tdie, but re!llains in bidingwithin Iraq, relaying o~ers and pleas for Iraqis .to ·expel the invaders, - ·and Kim Jong 11 oontinues developing real weapons
and every day regular Iraqis answer that call to ·
of mass destruction, that they have admitted to posaction. Those -who wanted him to be gone and once - sessing and have openly tested
_
-felt joy in ~ing freed from his oppressive regime now
Of the men and women UCF said guodbye to
feel the fear all too familiar, a fear of a man -who has · this spring, some remain in harms way to pursue the
haunted their nation for decades.
failed policies of the Bush adntinistration. Before
word arrives that one of UCF's soldiers has died, the
. Rebuilding the oountrY following the oollapse.of
the government has proven equaJ.lyproblematic.
United States must change its oourse; right now, the
Secllrity hasn't been restored, and basic services like course will only lead to further unnecessary losses,
and less giobal secllrity.
·
water
and-electricity are still sporadlcally
unavail-.
.. .

U

"'

Flag waving is self-serving and wasteful · _

OUR STANCE:

Miss Florida win
sy1Ubolic of riation uniting
·F

lorida finally awarde~ a black woman the .
Miss Florida title last IilQnth. Nearly 70
years after the first competition, and 20 ,
years· after Vanessa Williams becaine the
first black Miss America. It's another sign .that
equality in Arr!eri~ may be -closer to a reality, a
light at the end of a long, dark tunnel.
·
·
- Anierica has made $Orne big steps forward,
. .and a few steps back, in the quest to live up to the
''.All men ·are created equal" ideal. When slavery '
wa.S abolished ·in 1863, blacks in America were
fr'eed from the bounds of the law, but not from the .
ingrained $iereot-jpes of generations.
A 'century later, with passage of the ·civil ·
Rights Act of 1964, lawmakers further ·propelled
the cause of.integration i,n America, and cultural

This is the biggest pile of [expletive! I have
ever heard. The Future .talks about misspent
monies when it comes to Student Government
and other organizations. but has no problem
supporting this ridiculous movement.
We do not need flags in our classes. It does
nothing for aiding us in the learnin~ process or

our education in any way whatsoever!
·rM Future's stance on this just goes to ·
show how the editors and publishers will wave
their 'patriotic flag' when it makes them look
good.
..~
·
-B.JACK50N

ROC~ erred on declining sponsor ·

though, which is why ~ative action programs
ROCK's most · recent selfish attem pt at insignificant to 'the purpose as expressed by
were deyeloped - to give-mim_nities the opportu- recog nition by trying to institutionalize the flag ROCK president. Heather Smith, then why only ·
at UCF nor only highlights their lack of knowl- support Edmundson's new bill of the same matenity to .gain ground, to reach parity with whites in
edge of the American way of life, -but also con- . rial if ROCK's fails?
·
~ w9rld still plagued by lingering bigotry. · ·
tradicts their "patriotic" JTIOtive~ for introducing
The A~erican flag does not ogly symbolize
'Millorities still araarrested more often, paid
the bill in the first place. Josh·Edmundson of the · ·the restrictive Republican way of life. but all
less, :;m,d em·olled in college less than whites of the
Progressive Council extended his hand jn patriot- . lifestyles which are embraced in our m€lting pot
same standing. · ·
.
ism and political unity between UC.F's two oppos- of a nation. ·
·
Ericka Dunlap, the newly crowne~ Miss · .
.
ing
political
factions
by
asking
that
his
name
be
Do
the
members.
of
ROCK need t9 review
Florida, .is promoting cultural inclusion in her bid
incorporated with ROCK's flag biH; .and ROCK our pledge of allegiance?-Do the words, "indivis· ·
for the Miss America crowµ. Standing as a represlapped his hand away like a spoiled child who ible with liberty and justice -for all," ring a bell!
sentatiye of the best Florida has to offer, her influ. isn't getting their way. Their political immaturity If ROCK and its members truly care about the
ence adds -Iilore energy tq process started over . -is further demonstrated by their anger over the · positive impact of the ·presence of the American
a century ago, to bring Americans together, as one
Senafe's closed meeting iri which they discussed flag in each classroO[Jl for all students. then drop
people. .
.
the bill. If ROCK is unwilling to support such lib- this'false cloak of patriotism, swallow your pride,
If a black woman can 'be chosen as the r~pre
eral ideals as honesty in politics. equar represen- and support the flag bill~ regardless of .. who
sentative of .state, a shining example of good
tation and .total free speech, then fra,nkly, they .' authors it.
unity.
:
· •· ·
· · · _· · character and beauty, she also exemplifies how . .- don't have a rock to stand on concerning this
·Years Of oppression .take time to .. undo,·- close to·a WOl'.ld of equals we've come. ~
~RACHEL JOYCE
issue. Furthermore. if whoever authors the bill is

a

a

I

.
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"Only two things are i~finite, t~~ universe and
human
?twpidity; and rm not. sure
about the former."
. .
.
·~·-

-

'

·- ALBERT EINSTEIN

July 23, 2003 • The.Central Florida Future
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Flags won't enhance classroom_enviroment
Your Editorial, "Flags- in UCF class- of thi~ prominent national·symbol fiy in the tering of an a!mospflere of intimi~ation
·. · rooms ar~ worth the $10.000 price:" -egre- · face of the university's goals of being more againsf anyone not considered ."American
·
·
giously misrepresents the arguments of diverse and international in terms of its cur- enough."
those opposed to putting__ the u.s.-fiag in . ri(ulum and research, but it also sets. a
Finally, you write that America ~an
every classroom at UCF. Flags themselves are precedent in which majority· grouwp~o- use a spirit boost and th·e flag~ will help to
not offensive. A campaign implicitly mote their symbol at the expen.se of a ~¢&
'
Why not strive to make America a·
designed to tar" critics of U.S. policy as -. minority (in this case. foreign students and
"unpatriotic" is indeed offensive.
Americans who - are uncomfo~able with ~ better country rather than take cheap shots
· The group sponsorfng this propos~I . forced patriotic fervor).
.
at ideological bogeymen by waving the
-. (ROCK) states on their website:"We believe
l_n your e~itorial, ·you write: flag? Why don't we "boost our spirits" by
that rule of the majority is absolute in all -"Proponents say now is the time to show -figuring out why we are in a recession, why
political matters." This group's absolutism our support for' America, while our troops our war against terrorism is failing, why
and obvious contempt for minority rights are in h_arms way and we continue to recov~ world. opinion is against'the U.S. (specificalmakes their flag proposal h_i.ghly _suspect. er from Sept.-1f" Are flags the only way to ly against ~ush'.s . policies) and doing someThe timing of ROCK's flag proposal. concur- show supp.ort for the country? Wouldn't it thing about these problems rather than ·
·
- rent .with increasing criticism of the Bush be far more "supportive" of the country to waving more flags?
With the Busti Administration under
administration bot]i .here and ·abroad, produce leaders from UCF who will help
makes them participants in a rnmpaign to solve the current crises in health care, edu- fire for presenting unsubstantiated claims silence critics by branding them as unpatri- cation. homelessness. joblessness. and to the country for going to war. now is the ·
otic.
crime?.
time to raise more questions. not more
B~ause of the "rally 'round the flag"
You . also write that people pre flags. The money ,spent on flags would be
attitude that has hurt debate and honest Offended by the fiag in the same way fans much better spent improving educational
criticism around much of the country, · from the visiting team at a baseball game facilities on campus.
Before anyone accuses me of a lack of
.-· adding flags to classrooms throughout the are ·offended by the ~ome team's logos.
campus is a mean-spirited way to destroyYour analogy is· revealing. The ROCK patriotism. let r:ne admit that I am a .;,.
the ongoing <liscourse about the wisdom of ' fiag proposal is an attempt to brand peo- Canadian citizen, though I·iove the U.S. and
the war in Iraq and about the Bush admi-n- -pie as being "enemies of the team." It is, in therefore I don't want to see it hurt by false
_
istration's policies in general.
essence. a cheap shot.
. patriots.
Doem't this make me a true patr.iot?
·Flags will add little to the classroom
Nobody has said the U.S. flag is
environment. but may d.etract from it offensive. What is offensive is forcing every_;_BARRY MAVER
greatly. Not only will the pervasive display body to see it day in, day out. and the fos- .

Your Smile is Our Spec!olfyl

ANY
.DENTAL PROCEDURE!
{new patients only,· not valid with any other offer or insurance)
CALl NOWI
(Receive a FREE gift when you make your appointment}

ORLANDO

EAST ORLANDO I WATERFORD :

2881 South Bumby Ave.
(407) 895-5433

12780 Woterfocd Lakes Pkwy. - ·(407) 382-6455 ..

All offers ore cash only or your in;uronce may cover. Offers good for 90 days from dote ~f
receipt. New patients only except as noted. Patients and any other person responsible_for payment
hos the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination and treatment which i~ performed OS 0 .result and within 72 hours lo responding
to the advertisement for fee service discounted or reduced fee service examination or treatment.·

·e posters fer sal~l
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Senior Staff Writers

,,•Cover anq,r bed mid P'oduce two timely news stories eOOi WQelt
\.

· · Photo Ecitor

-

,

, .

"':. .··'.: ~~and~~ sp!Jl1s andffdure i,itot~ ~meoi'' ~:· \,
~- .;. •Shoot of least Mo ossQ1mentS per issue,. '
·
,. · ·
' -, ~Coll«tiiiforimiionOOdrevise~c~ootfuine · ·
\,o

The Future now offers Full ~nd Partial Semestef Scholarships for all of the above.
Best in Show

Associated Colleglate Press ·
Fall 2002 National Convention

: Best jn.the Southeast
SOciety of Professional Journalists
, Spring 2~3
·

Best Classified Section

t~lege Newspa11er Businens & Ad Managers

2002 and 2003

Best Front Page News Design
- Student Societyof News OeSign
Spring 2003 .

E-mail your interests along with aresume to:

Publisher@ucffuture.com

.The Future is changing ... ,
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Patients.in charge
OfSanitarium
· Where~ you find a tee shirt '.
for less than $30 these days? Not at
the Summer Sanitarium tour, that's
for sure.
And if you've boon thinking
Iat.ely that humans fil'ell't the most .
disgusting spooies on the :plane~ then
you obviously didn't attempt to use
the restroom after about two hours
of the oon~rt. Unspeakable horrors,
. MIKE RIEGEL
that will remain unspoken, will haunt
STAFF WRITER
my dreams forevermore.
But it was all worth it to hear ·
Fbr this, my last oolumn for the
Metani~ p~y their music. I oountro,
summer semeste:r; I searche<ffar anci and they only played tbroo songs
wide for ·an important topic. I wanted that came out after 1990.-Still, it didtowrite about something that wrnµd
n't stop people, some of which
cbangB poople s lives- to create a
weren't even born when those .
spiritual experienre that would touch,_ albums were first released, from
· the hearts of every human being.
singing evecyword.
· But then I decided that being
Sinre I :realire that most of the
relevant and poignant isn't as much
people still rearllngthis are Metallica
fun as writipg about Metallira. I apol- enthusiasts, Metallica enemies, or
ogire to.all of you important issiles , · related to me (hi Mom!), rd like to
out there, but I finally got to hear the
take a few minutes to address a few
greate,st band of all-time play livethings that are near ·and dear to all of
twire. .
our hearts.
·
I drove to Atlanta, $3.W them
Firstly, Napsterwas stealing,
play, and drove back to Orlando just . . and Metallica was right t.o weigh-in
· in time to see them go on stage aguill, aguIDst the frre exchange of oopyin my hometown. If you were there,
righted musicon the Internet. _
· then you already know it was the
Anyone who participated or
most amazing showimaginahl~. Fbr
currently participates in file sharing
·those that missed it, nowyou know it IS stealing someone's intellectual
the most amazing showimagiproperty. Evecyone is entitled to
. nable.
beiQgpaid fo:rwhat theyprodure,·
As you might be able to imag· and musicians are no different than
ine, eight-hour hard-rock oonrerts
people whq expect to be paid for
have their share.of endUringmemo- ·designing a house, a pie.re of clothries, and rd like to reoount a few of · ing, or a lean-mean fat grilling
them here for your reading pleasure. rriachine.
I must caution you, however, to avoid
That being said, Lars Ulrich is
reading these to impressionable chil- · a loud-mouthed midget. He should've
dren or pet.s.
kept his mouth shut and let the
fu not fight with the security ..
lawyers do the talking. Keep in mind
·personnel One particularly belligerthat rm a huge Metallica fan, but
ent and intoxicated member of tP.e ·
Lars oould've been in the studio
crowd in At1antahad to learn this .
doing something about the Relaod
lesson the hard way. He took a swing album, but he was in a oourtroom
at one of the sixmonStrous security
instead.
staff surrounding hiID, and all of
Seoondly, Metallica did not sell
them p.roo:!eded to beat him down to out. They didn't make a video until
the ground The gentleman literally · their fourth major album was ·
had.his clothes beaten'off his body,
released They billlt a loyal fan base
and everyone along the left-field line , by playing music, in large part withwas "treat.ed" to the ejection of the . out the help of radio and television.
moStlynude man.
Heavy metal became mainstream
Wb3i's worse is that his outbecause of Metallica, and plenty of
burst oOCurred. during Linkin Ru-k's
bands owe a debt of gratitude and
set, and he never saw Llmp Bizkit or part of their platinum sw:xms toMetallica play. He also missed the
them.
.
improvised festivities between each
Tupularity does not equate to
act. I u8e the phrase "improvised 'fe& selling.out. 'The same guys that made
tivities," When what I mean is that
''Master of Puppets" were al$O
men tried to ~t women to ~lay ·
responsible for ''Nothing Else · . .
their breasts.
Matters." They don't have oontrol of
These men weren't very picky
'\$it 'people choose to like 'about ·
·either. They'd cheer for anyone, and I them.
mean anyone. The words "grand- ·
Lastly, Metallicafa just like any
mother" fil_id "oveiweight" meant
other bancl If you love them, then
very little t.o these groups. ·
you buy their CDs, DVDs, oonrert
Speaking of very little mearung,· · tickets, and you offer your girlfriend
I think that onre you enter a venue
in eX:change for baCkstage passes. If
like 'Turner Field or the Citrus Bowl,
you don't like them, that's fine too,
·the prire for any and all goods and
you just avoid them as bestyou ran:,
services in the "real world" have little
There's no reason to speng. any
- or no m~. One oouldpurchase . ·time or effort hating Metallica,
tw6 hot d0gs and a large Coke for the · ~rm sure your·new
low,prire of $17.50. Never mind that.I Backstreet Boys shirt will arrive
oould've had 5 packagBs of hot dogs
soon to brighten your da~ you bed. and a oouple 2-liters Qf.Coke at the
wetting pansy.
supermarket. ·
Bow.to the masters of metal!

ONTllEMIC ·

WHY RENT
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a·BATH ,HoMEs

FREE Waslier & Dryer Or FREE TV .
•
•
•
•
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. (?lad. ?taiU & Spa
,.

FREE.

MANICURE
&
AIRBRUSH PEDICURE
wl

FULLSEt

$30

·

PINK
&
WHITE

$30 ·

11229 E.Colonial Drive,
Suite 115'• Orlando
Across from Super Wal-Mart ,

(407) 334-8700

• Hand and foot spa
· • Waxing and facials
.·Mass.age

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools ·
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Down Payment Assistance
Immediate Occupancy .
Over 25
. Homes to Choose From
Tax Deductions

.

. Models Open Monday-Satu.rday ,9:00-6:00
On Colonial (Hwy. 50)' 2. Miles East Of Alafaya

. 407-281-6029
.
.

~

1575 Pel Street• Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com

FR.EE ,car wash.with
Oil.Change!
' Just off the corner of
Uqiversity and Goldenrod.

Open:
Mon-Fri B-7 p.m.
Sat-Sun B-6.p.m.
•:4

university Blvd

~
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We are,the Jiffy Lube Franchise of the Year!
•

•
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Jitfv lube signature oil change
o.n/y·$.
e99. ,

•Change
oil with
& fill transmisPennzoil (up
to 5 quarts . •Check
sion I transaxel
fluid
• Check & fill
• rnstall new oil filter
•Check air filter
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
steering fluid
• Wash .exterior
· •Check & fill windshield
windows
washer fluid
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1

;1 ~~~~~~~r~ke

Lubrieate chassis
as required

·•

~;~:;~r!~ill. battery

• Inflate -tires to ·
. ·proper pressure .

2-1.
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Free. Fluid Refills _
_ _ _·

,

1

Between' Services! ·

1

1
I -----------~----:-.- - : - - - - - - ---,---,'. - - - - - - -. f
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Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/1 OOth of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on mo.st vehicles.
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lull,Time Benefits: ·
llolilla1s, Personal 11a1s .
.Campany Matching 4D1K.
Business casual attire ·. Paid ·vacation .

Rhlht around the·
corner from UCF
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RESEARCH .

understanding. inforfJling. improving lives.

·At CORE Research, we're interested in helping people get back to living life.
Our medical research studies may be just the answer you're looking for
·to f~e.l better again. Qualified participa-nts may receive.all study relat~d ,
medi'cal care a't no cdst. Insurance status is never an issue and
. cornpe~sation 'f or time and travel is 'avai_lable.

Approximately
19 million American adults
, .a~e. affected by ·Depression each year.
Those suffering from Depression may have the following symptoms:
.

5
:::>

-

• feeling sad or blue .
• fatigued or tired all the time .

-

.

'

.

~

~

Over 4 mHli_
o n Americans have A~xiety. People -with Anxiety can be highly fonctional, professional individuals.
Their symptoms may include those such as:
1

• lacking in motivation
• not enjoying activities ~s much

• .worrying ·
• • tro'uble sleeping

• constant scared feelings
• a pessimistic outlook

1- ·
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If any of these symptoms sound famiiiar, you may qualify for a medical research
study' CORE Research is currently conducting involving an investigational medication.

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may qualify for a medical research
study CORE Research is currently conducting involving an investigational medication.

Call today for immediate evaluation. 'Appointm~nts always available. Walk-ins welcome.

Call today for immediate evaluation. Appointments al~axs available. Walk-ins welcome.

ORLANDO 407-644'-1165
LEESBURG 352-7281-4646

·ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-464_6
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• Reg.ister o~ POLARIS between August 8and August 22 on connectucf.edu _
·Golden Patka·ge -20 students and their guests wtn tickets, transportationm hotel, and pregame pep rally
• Knight Package -48 students win tickets to the Virginia Tech game, pregame pep rany, spirit pack
-
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pep ra~ly .

. ~· Wed.n esday, August 27 at noon on the Wackadoos Patio
With •.2·5 ceotpos.t raUy s·p eciills (must be w~ating UCF apparel)
·- at Wackadoos, appearances by UCF football _
.
play.ets and c'1_e erleaders, and promotional giv~away~! _

Virgini·a Tee~ Viewing Party - Co-~e watch the.UCf G~-lden Knights take ori
· Virg~oia Tech

Hokies at Wackado9s -Sunday August 31st game time ~pm

-.Opposition to BCS growffig sloWly, still ·cloudy
Teleconference of
non-BCS presidents'
is.first step of many

As_HLEY BURNS
STAFF WRITER

In a modern d,ay version of
· David versus Goliath, Tulane
University ·President Scott Cowen is
taking on, the Bowl Championship
Series.

Cowen organized a teleconference on July 22 with NCAA division
1-A university presidents, and NCAA
president Myles.Brand. The teleconference included UCF President
John Hitt, who sat in on the confer. ence as a silent party. UCF Athletic
Director Steve Orsini made it clear

that UCF joined the call to .fulfill
curiosity.
"One president inVited ·anoth~r
president to be a part of something
that we have an interest in," Orsini
said. ''We have an interest in under-

Fall Preview

·will lead to

HAYNES

ASHLEY BURNS
STAFF WRITER

Ryan Shneider needs a repeat of last season's
numbers to finish second all-time in NCAA passing.
.

I

Fullback Dee Brown possesses the size and speed to
· dominate at his position.

In a season widely predicted to be
UCF's most successful, the potential
lies not in the experience of the seniors,
but the ability -of the underclassmen.
The Knights' roster is heavy this year
with _sophomores and julliors, however,
this bodes well for UCF.
Schneider's leadership is essential
to the Knights' season. However, junior
tailback Alex Haynes and freshman
. Dontavius Wilcox niight be the key for
Alex Haynes looks to be UCF's second running back
UCF. Wide receivers Tavaris Capers
ever to rush for back-to-back 1,000-yard seasons.
and Luther Huggins . are only ·juniors,
but they have to play a leadership role
as strong as Schneider. Yet these two
receivers migb.t be overshadowed by the
enormous potential of sophomore
Brandon Marshall.
The defense is l~aded with juniors
and sophomores, but they have all
proven that they are matUre enough
· and· phy~ically capable of stepping up
and leading what looks to be UCF's
great~st defense ever. Atari Bigby, Peter
Sands; Antoine Poe, Rovel Hamilton
, and Stanford Rhule are all juniors, yet
they are receiving early national recognition.
·
The major losses of Rashad Jeanty
and Chad Mascoe have taken two of the
only upperclassmen away fro:m this
defense. Mascoe will be replaced by
· Sands
or
freshman
Goodson
Ohaegbulain. Jeanty will be :replaced by ,
_ junior Trenton Jordan.
It is obvious that the Knights' depth
has taken some major hits over the
FLEAsE SEE -Improved oN 21

Hitt ON 22 -

From the Sports Desk

.·Stf_ong depth

Despite some
recent losses, both
sides ofthe ball
look to dominate

PLEASE SEE

Orsini

Strong safety Atari Bigby has been no.minated for
the prestigious Bronco Nagurski award.

Junior colleg~
recruits strengthen
UCF s·oftball team
After coming ~ff a surprising season
in Atlantic Sun Conference play, in which
the Knights finished fourth overall and
second in the championship tournament,
th~ softball team continues -to build its
already powerful lineup.
- The Knights have acquired three
pitchers and a catcher from Florida junior
colleges to add to their ·potent 2004 lineup.
Dana Gilmore, Jamie Hagin, Lindsay
Enders, and Kelly Mcintyre will suit up .in ,
Black and Gold next season.
Gilmore is coming over from
Pensacola Junior College~ where she
earned high national success as a pitcher.
The right-hander led PJC to its first ever
Panhandle Conference. Championship last
season, earning her all-state, all-conference, all-district and all-region honors.
Prior to the 2003 season, Gilmore earned
all-state honors in 2002 as well. She holds
school career records for strikeouts, wins,
and ERA.
.
As a catcher for ·L ake County
Community College, Hagin hit .309 in 2003,
helping to lead her team to the state tournament where she , earned Florida
Community College Activities Association
Atlantic·District All!J'ournament honors.
Enders won her fair share of awards '
as a pitcher for North Florida Comm~ty
College, where she was named to· the
FCCAA All-'Iburnament Team· as well as
First-Team All-Panhandle Conference.
Mein.tyre, another right-handed pitching talent from NFCC, joined Enders First. Team All-Panhandle Conference honors,
as well as First-Team FCCAA All-State.
·The pitcher Was also given National Ju:Qior
College Athletic Association All-District
and All-Region honors.
The two NFCC starting pitchers
helped lead their team to the 2003 State
Championship.
· The junior college transfers will help
fill the only loss to the team this year with
the departure of standout pitcher Dottie
Cupp.
. .

~aseball pl~yers keeping warm
.msummer leagues
With the· disappointment of the 2003
. baseball season behind them, .a number·of
UCF hopefuls are keeping in shape in
national summer collegiate leagues.
Starting pitcher Taylor Cobb and out. fielder Clay Timpner -are keeping busy as
members of the Cotuit Kettleers of the
Cape Cod League. Timpner has an uncharacteristic .209 ·batting average, but has
started. all 13 games he has played in.
Cobb, in a relief role, has one save in 4
appearances and eight innings work, whilestriking out 11 batters.
.
Sophomore pitcher Mike Billek is
tearing up bis competition in the Clark
· ·-

PLEASE SEE Knights ON 24
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or·toot laShion and Ii/ms, Oviedo Marketp/11ce is your Destination,lor lunl
_.Celeb(ate graduation and the end ol t~e summer in style.~. visit us s9on! .

After Hours Formalwear
American Eagle
Amy's Hallmark
Ann Taylor Loft
Auntie Anne's _
. Barbara Nolan Market Research
Barnes ·& Noble Booksellers
Barnie's Coffee & Tea Co.
Bath &Body Works
Bed Bath & Beyond
Ben & Jerry's
Bobby Allison Wireless
Bor-lom Oriental
Bourbon·Street Candy Co.
Brookstone
Burdines
Bunlines Salon
Carlton Cords
Casual Corner/Petite Sophisticate
Cell-All
,Cha Cha Coconuts
Cha.mberlin's Market & Cafe
Champs Sporting Goods

,,...

.

Santiago's Mexican Express
Sarku Japan
Sears
Sears Auto Center
. Select·Comfort
Smoothy Bee ,
Spencer Gifts
Sports Fon Attic
. Subway
Sunglass Hut
· The Children's Place
The Shoe Dept.
Tinder Box
T-Mobile
.Trade Secret .
USS Extreme
Victoria's Secret
Vitamin World
_ Wet Seal ~Zales

Kay's Jewelers
Kelly's Cajun Grill
Kirkland's
lo Maison Diamonds
limited Too
.Marks & Morgon Jewelers
Master Cuts
Master Wok
Merle Norman Cosmefics
Nail Elite ·
Optical' Outlet
Oxford Jewelers .. Podfic Sunwear ,;/. ·
Payless Shoesource
Pearle Vision
Piercing PagQdo
Pizzeria Regino
Planet i
Radio Shack
Rove
Regal Cinemas Z2
Regis Salon
Ritz Camero -~.

Charlotte Russe
Chick Fil-A .
Citizen's Bank of Oviedo
Claire's Accessories
Dillard's
Dollar Tree ·
Electronics Boutique
Express
FootlockerFootlocker - KIDS
Footlocker - LADIES
For Your Entertainment (FYE)
Gadzooks
· Gap/Gap Kids
General Nutrition Center (GNC)
Godiva Chocolatier
Gordon's Jewelers
Gymboree
Heavenly Perfumes
Icing by Claire's
Jos'. A. Bank
·Journeys
K*B Toys

I

~.

Manress & Box

Chest

$39.86 ·

Twin Set .......$88.88
Full Set .... ·...$148.88
Queen ·Set ....$178.88

Completely
'Assembled
Roller Drawers

National Brand

Dresser, Mir,or,
Headboard, .
. Framed

An

$299.88 ~

$6.88
Many to Choose From
Glass Fronts

5 Piece

lnene

_- $88.•88

TV Stands ......... $15.88
Canopy Bed ........ $49..88
3pc Tables .........$66.88
Bar Stools (Swjvel) ... · .$25.88
Bunkbed ......... $149.88
Sofa .......... ·... $255.88
5 6 Bookcase ......$49.88
3 panel divider ...... $44..88
Chair & Ottoman ....$39.88
Desk Chair (Swivel) ... $19.88
Vanity & Bench ... -... $44.88
Headbo~rd ... , ..... $.1 2.88
! '

~9~Md~~,.~
60~ 3 East Colonial Dri~e, .Near The ·Intersection of Semoran Blvd. (436) & Colonial Or. (50 .
A~ross from Home Depot. .
·
Estamos Frente_A.Home Depot. Cereo Semoran.
Hours: Mon~·Sat.: 9a111'"9pm • Sun~: 12 Noon-6pm

(407)

211~osos

Crawfolll fte81W·0.,..,
. 11600 Mad~ay Blvd.

Orlando" ~lorida 31826

407.282.1333

. I

UniVersity.of Central Florida

._- Pa~kin.g·'a~d. - .

·Tr;anspor.tattP.~
·. ·Serv1ce·,s · . ··
.

'

Permit Regulations: ·
Ap~rmit is requiredJor all motor
· vehicles parked oil campus.
Permits MUST be.ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
· Dail_
y permits are available~ · , _.

Vehicle assistance offered
:1

.. .,.

by Parking Servites:
• Jumpstart your car
•Call atow truck
·• lnflat~ tires
• Give directions

Transportati9n Services·-:
UCF offers shuttles to and from off campus ,
apartment complexes including:

·

·Pegasus Pointe .
·Research Park
• Pegasus·Landing ·
·College Station
·Jefferson Commons·Arbor Apartments
·Village.at Alafaya Club _·Collegiate Village Inn
·Village at Science Drive . • Northgate Lakes
·University House · · ~ "' Riverwind
• Boardwalk
• Ti.voli ,

earkiflg-Services Hours:
Mon-Jhurs: 7:3'0 a.m."" 6 p.m.
Friday: ~:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

*Shuttle operates on class days only, except Saturdays

-

.

How to get yoUi parking permit··
Order ynur paJking
· permit online at - "
www.parking.ud.edu

" (col)lplete fostructions
are on line)

fl Pay for-your permit

. ·

· ·Avoid the lines. Pay onfine with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to pkk up your permit:
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
. Parking Services Offfce.
·

:, · _S tudent Escort Patrol Service (S·.E..P.S..) · .·
c

•

•

,

.

•

,,

·:.

provided hy the UCF Police.Department

. .- · Escorts for students on campus at night.
,

_

.

.

. _Call (401) 823-2424

.

, '
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!filproVed defeiisive litie. must help.run,defense
three receivers lies 'in the hands of
rookie honor. He was- quietly one
Capers and Huggins. Marshall will
,- of the best .cornerbacks -in the
summer, but Jhere should be little decide, ·though, the~tempo of this .
MAC last season and will oilly get
.· ,. · ~
concern about the men that are corps.
better as his years pass. ~
replacing the losses. Heading into
Capers is the fastest of the .
· Hamilton is equally~ talent~
, next week's practice camp, the trio, and will kill any opposing _seced as Laurence. He will have to
Knights are poised to IOok pa~t ·ondary if they allow him to even
show the .same skill that · he
the problems and let the path_to get a step on the defensive backs.
~howed-in limited play last season
the . conferen'ce.. championship .· Marshall is tall,· fast and down-as a starter this year.
begin.
right damaging to any mismatch.
Hamilton and Laurence ·are .
'"" ·
DefeJl.se will have a very tough
going to .be incredibly important to·
Quarterback
tiine covering both of these
- the Knights' .defense during the
#17, Ryan Schneider .
- receivers as they will constantly
season's opener against Virginia _
. UCF Head ·Coach Mike _have to double team one of them.
., Tech, but more importantly , ·
. Huggins' status was uncerKruczek and Quarterbacks Coach
.against the massive passing ·
Jamie <Barresi have created a . tain until this past week: His
• games of MAC rivals Marshall and
masterpiece over the past three · grades were of question, but he
Miami (Ohio).
years. Schneider is coming off a did whaf he needed to·and will join
. The duo will be backed up by
2002 campaign which saw the sen- the . team on Aug, 6 for camp.
Rashard Johnson and· Aiphonzo
.Huggins is an ideal recej:ver, posior throw for over·3,700 yards.
Hopkins:-Johnson is probably one
He .h~ made· a huge impact sessing great hands an,d speed. lje
of the fastest men-on the team and
nationally and receiyed little showed· last year that he had. the
will see plenty of tiln.e against the
attention for it. 2003 could be the ability to confuse defenses_by runpassing
heavy
opponents.
biggest year of Schneider's life as· ning great slot patterns. Huggins · Hopkjns will .spend more time in
he- has the potential. to not only is a good douple threat for the
· the strong safety role, but is good
pass Dau.nte-··culpepper's schoQl Knight.6, as he will take over kick
enough to play both. As a reserve
records, but ~h number two all- returning for the departed Doug
in 2002, Hopkins turned in a very
" .
time in NCAA passing yards Gabriel.
im.(!ressive 59 tackles.
behind '.l'Y Detmer.
·
With Huggins firmly in pl~e,
Schneider's -leadership and the.. . __receiving 'c~rps now has·
Safeties
maturity is the key to this year~s strong leadership as well as great·
#29, Peter Sands; #24, Atari
Bigby . '
offensive scheme. He has to be depth. Sophomore Al Peterson
able to take tpree·young receivers and freshman Andre Sumpter will
Bigby and SandS are in line to
and turn them· into the best right be seeing plenty of time on the
. become the next big names out of
away. The quarterback will have a - field as well. Peterson is the ideal
UCF. Behind these defensive new weapon at his disposal this size for a wide re~iver at 6 foot 2
backs, UCF's defense ts·receiving ,
season, though as the running and 190 pounds, and he has the
unusually high praise:
game ·is almost certainly going to great hands fo go with it. Sumpter
Bigby has received a high
new levels.
. is very similar in _size and style
· amount · of national attention in
Schneider will be backed up and should indeed benefit playing
the pre-season and must prove as
safely this year ·.by junior ·Jon · behind stellar. examples like
a matured athlete that he can han-Rivera. Rivera is a gr~at athletic _ · Huggins and Capers.
dle the praise. He must also ·proquarterback who possesses the
vide incentive to the rest of his
_ability to confuse .defenses with . Tight End
teammates to not just earn .
great speed and a greater arm. He
#84, Darcy Johnson; #82,
awards for himself,, but to help
lacks playing time and real expe- ~ Michael Gaines
. take home a MAC championship.
rience; but Rivera might help UCF
The tight end has been a lost
Bigby is the total package for a .
fans ·sleep easily should anything' position for the Knights for m~y
safety ·and has to stay healthy and
happen to Schneider.
years. Last season, Schneider
prove that he can play .With the ·
.J'
JOE KALEITA I CFF
began to utilize Mario ·Jackson While the losses of Rashad Jeanty and Chad Mascoe hurt the Knights, UCF will still field its
.best. Last season ·he seemed to
.
Tailback
much more, but the position has ~~~~
. have been burned a few times,
#4, Alex Haynes
mainly been a blocking role: That.
however a much · more mature
UCF hasn'_t seen a running changes this season.
Roy Williams have the ability to be Bigby will end up burning .the
. routes for Haynes.
. back this good since Marquette
'Johnson and Gaines are two
. The squad took two huge equally as dominant as Joh.Iison-.. dE:)fenses.
··
Smith baek in 1995. Haynes' 1,000- perfect.specimens of the tight end. losses this week, losing right · and Brown. This unif_will dictate
Sands is the perfect compJi..:'
yard sea:son last year ·could have Gaines is as large as some offen- guards Alex Mendez ' and Joe the game. If they do their job, th~n · ment for Bigby in the free safety
been . more impr~ssive had he sive linemen and as quick as most Blackard. Depth is most important -they will keep themselves off the role. He finished · .the top 15 in
stayed healthy. He miss~ one full receivers, ije'll be able to open up at the offensive line because these field and let the offense dominate. .the MAC last season with 119
game and split time with Dee nice holes for Haynes, as well as men have to play for 60 minutes.
tackles. Only a junior, Sands can
Brown in a few others. However, get important third down yardage The. pool has been depleted some Linebackers ·
become a monster of a safety this
Haynes is poised to become the , for. Schneider.
but back-ups like Marcus Clemons
#6,~ Antoine
Poe; #18, season if he keeps his head in the
first running back since Smith to
Johnson doesn't have as and Dan Yeenstra will most likely Stanford Rhule; #22, Gerren Bray game,and plays smart. He should
have back-to-back 1,000-yard sea- · much bulk as Gaines, but he is · be moved 'around to fill the holes.
-Mascoe's departure hurts the easily increase his tackles total
Gagne-Marcoux . and Adam defense somewhat; but Rhule will this year and will only improve as
sons.
younger and equally important .to
Haynes has a newer offensive the ~g and passing games. Butcher will provide fine replace- replace him in the middle and has each gmt}e passes.
line _in front of him, but they · At 245 pounds, he can still block ments at the center position for .already shown that he can 'handle
The defensive line will be crushollld be as strong as ever. igainst some ·of the better line- the departed Mike Mabry, now of the . task. Poe has to remain cial to stopping the run, but .the
Prob1e~s have recently arisen backers and lip.emen on the the Baltimore Ravens. The full- healthy in order for these rni.e- Knights can devastate their opposuch as the losses of blocking fqll- Knights' opposing teams.
back and tight ends will be incred- backers to liVe up ·to their collec- nents if Bigby and Sands can suc='Johnson and Gaines have the ibly important to the· blocking tive potential. .
back Andrea! Curry and right _
cessfully.stop the p~sing game.
Poe spent. most of · 2002 ·
guards Alex Mendez and Joe - potential this season.to be as dev- scheme, but Brown, Johnson, and
Blackard. Fbrtunately, the depth is astating to opposirig pass defens- Gaines shm.tld have no problems -injured, but can be a great line- Special Teams .
what- matters, and the Knights es as Capers and Huggins.
picking up some slack in that backer if he can · remain healthy.
The first thing , the Knights
have the depth to keep Haynes
area.
Rhule filled in for Poe last season took care of in the off season was
. and Schrieider equally protected.
fullback
and ended up ~eadirig the Knights' the biggest concern. Tb:e hiring of
If a hole is · created for
#32; Dee Brown
Defensive Line
defense in tackles. He finished Joe Robinson as special teams
H~ynes, the opposing defense has
Brown has officially taken the
#86, . Trenton· Jordan; , #85, third in the MAC with 127 tackles. . coach was the first step in taking
to worry about his b)'eakaway starting fullback role since DeMarcus .Johrison; #92, Larry .
Bray will be filling the strong . care of a past mess. formerly of
· speed. He averaged 5.1-yards per Andreal CuITy_has left the team. Brown; #95, Paul Carrington
side linebacker role· and has tlie University· of Houston,
carry, which was highlighted by a Brown showed last year filling in
While .the leadership of. impressed ip:any in the off-season. Robinson turned the Cougars spe- _
58-yard touchdoWn run against for Haynes that he is . quick Schneider is one key to winning, Bray will be backed_up by the cial teams into one of the tightest
Marshall'. s stingy defe:Q-E?e. .
enough to be a tailback, but big ·probably the most ·important ele- · equally tough James Cook. This unit~ iri the Conference USA.
Haynes might see some hand- enough to be a fullback.
ment is the defensive line. If the :. linebacker corps is going to have .·
Sophomore kickers Ryan
offs _ given to backup Keith
Brown will be incredibly · Knights want to win the games to. play strong with the loss. of - Feely and Matt Prater both have ·
Williams, but if Haynes is 1000/o important to the Knights' red zone. _they couldn't ·win last year, the Mascoe. The ·skill .is- still strong, strong legs, but- they still need
healthy all season, then he will be offense. He will be used ofte;n to defensive line must play for 60 but the . depth . is lacking. equal tiille to develop accuracy. Tu
among the best in the MAC, if not break through defensive lines and , minutes. The same squad that Ohaegbrilam is unproven and ensitre that another blocked ·field
the nation.
score the important goal line shows up in the first half, must might take time building chem-· goal occurs like against Syracuse
/
Haynes does have two poten- touchdowns.
come out in the second half:
istry with the rest of the second- l_ast season, the line Will have to
tially great running backs behind
The loss of Jeanty takes away . ary.
play just as strong for the ltjcking
him in Williams . and Wilcox. Offensive line
from the pass rush, but Jordan
·
game as it would for the passing
#73,· Larry Peoples; #51, 'and Carrington look r~y to fill Cornerbacks
Howe~er, as a juiiior, Haynes doesor rullriing games.
. n't look to be givirig up his position David Ashkinaz; #53, Cedric those shoes. Johnson and Brown
#20, Omar Laurenci; #3,
The special teams ju$t have'
Gagne-Marcoux; #66, Sean are big enough to match up Rovel Hamilton
any time soon.,- ,
to play ·smart. Stupid mistakes
Gilhuly; #60, Kyle Watkins
against the stronger offensive
Laur~nce is only .a ~opho- - gave up too many return yards
The pressure of the offensive lines, 'and they are ·quick enough more but he has already made B: last season and have let too many
Wide Receivers
#81, Brandon Marshall; #7, line is immense. They are respon- , to work their way past to stop the name for himself. He earned a close games get away over the
Tavaris Capers; #5 Luther sible for protecting and managing run immediately.
starting role for 10 of the 12 games pa.St few years. This normal area
Huggi.Q.s
·
time for_ Schneider, as well a~
. The depth is better than it last season. He earned~ the of concern has finally stepped out
The experience of the top_ opening holes and provi~g · has ever been. Frisner Nelson an4 Knights' . outstanding defensive from underneath its dark cloud.
. FROM PAGE 17
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Hitt Witnessed

Have proof ··
you did it!

.teleconfererrce, but
did not commit UCF
FROM PAGE

17
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The history of the Bowl
Champions~ip Series

. standing the landscape of college
~athletics."

"I have briefed Dr. Hitt on
everything I know about ·this
subject so tliat he can be as
versed as possible so that he
may listen in on tlie teleconfer.ence that president Cowen is "'
conducting."
'.We are not taking an active
role. We are not saving that we
'.J ~
are a part of any 'anti-BCS coaliti!?n.' What's real important to us
is that person doesn't .try to ·,speak or represent us. At this
point, justlike I do my homework
to see what's going in the world
of conference affiliation, my job .
is to· do my homework, in this_
case for Dr. Hitt .to listen and

. Until 1992,NCAAdivision 1-Afootball
never truly had a national champion. In order to ·
solve this problem and rriake college football .
· more exciting, the Bowl Coalition was created.
The idea was simple. The two best
teams in ·the nation would be pitted against /
each other in a postseason national championship game. The program worked fine for the
first three years with only one real problem: the
PaclOandBigTenweren'tinvolved.
1992-1994 gave the fans three near
perfect years and three classic match-ups.In
1992, number two Alabama lipsetthe topranked Hurricanes.1994 provided one of the .
greatest national championships ever as nurn~ · ber one Nebraska barely edged out number
three Miami. In 1995 th'e Bowl Coalition bWrne the .
BowlAlliance.TheBowlAlliancesolidifiedthe
intentiontomatch-upthenurnberol)eand
two teams in the national championship, unless
•
one of those teams was Pac 10 or Big Ten.
understand -what's happening
1995-1997 gave the fans three more high-scorout there."
ing affairs, including Florida's 1996 thrashing of
Cowen said he believed .the
No.1 Florida State.
response to his call of .urgency
1997"sawlliefirstyearofcontroversy,·,,. _
- however, and ultimately led to the formation of
would be_limited, however,·more
the Bowl Championship Series. Michigan was
than 35 teams met on Tuesday to
the number one team in the Coaches' and AP
listen to Cowen' s ideas.
polls, but wasn't eligible to participate in the
In an interview with the
national championship game because of its
Orlando Sentinel, Cowen said,
affiliation to the Big Ten. Instead, Nebraska and
:"The Bowl Championship Series
Michigan shared .a national championship as
the Com huskers beat Tennessee for the NCAA
has to be ·. terminated. It's
championship.
·
deplorable how we .have let this
Richard Kramer and Charles Bloom of
system go on ru;; long as we
the Southeastern Conference helped to devise
liaye.,, ·
the rn_ain computer system that used math ~
polls to devise which team was the best in the
Cowen's attempt at organiznation.What resulted was asuper-ranking sysing a coalition of the 52 non-BCS · / _ tern basedonwins,losses,strengthofschedule,
schools comes at a very appro:point diffe~ntial and the AP and coaches polls.

priate time in most programs'
.estimations as - Miami and
• • _• ·
- VITgmm
Tech
recently
. ~ounced their acceptance to
the Atlantic Coast Conference.
The subtraction of 'these teams
. E t ~ l r th
fr.o_m th~ Big
as IDill:\..eS e conference s BCS status more ques- tionable.
"My opfuion tied to this
domino effect ,,.w. conferences is
•,
• ·•
that it s not a comc1dence that
Tlilane's president is bringing
this up," Orsini said. "Because of
the dominoes of Miami going to
the ACC, who knows what the
rest of the dominoe$ will.be like."
Many critics have attac~ed
Gowen for trying to fight the BCS .
n9w instead of 1998 when the
system was created: 1998 was
also the year that the Green
Wave celebrated its 11--0 season,
but settled for the Liberty Bowl
inst~ of a lucrative BCS boWl.
Cowen ·cla.4ns that had he
understood the BCS system bet~
ter, then he would have br5mght
it up much earlier~ His cause is
still quite timely, t:tiough, as
Tulane re<111ntly voted to keep its
football program, instead of ·
eliminating it due to lack of fund-

.

Rei)lember the date:
:July -21, ·2003
'·
I•

*The UCF Bookstore will begin cap and gown pick-up on July 21, 2003.
Thos.e who were unable to pr~-order their regalia may purchase at this time~
Individuals may pick up regalia during store hours_through August 2, 2003.
When you pick-up your regalia, check out the rest of. our·gradtiation selection:
· The UCF Bookstore has the largest selectiqn of 'UCF apparel and Alumni merchandise.
· Ove; 20,000 general books in stock including titles on graduate s~oois, resumes,
and cover letters.
·
· Diplol!la frames in decorative styles to display your accomp~shment.

UCF

·.~
4000 Central Florida Boulevard Orlando, Florida 32816 Phone (407) 823-2665
Store Hours July 21-August 2: ;Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:00pm Saturday 10:00am-2:00pm

Bookstore
Sfiilili

· _1!1eBC?isruno~a.r~tatingt,wo-year
terrn~s1sbythecornm1ss~one~ofthec?nfer-

,
.

ences involved. The charnp1onsh1p game 1s
rotated between the Fiesta, Rose, Orange, and
Sugar Bowls. ·
As of late the system has had its prob!ems. The most recent controversy came in 2002
when the number one Hurricanes.were
matched up with the number two BCS ranked
Nebraska Com huskers in the Rose Bowl. Many
critics believed this was wrong as Nebras.ka didn't even Y_'in their conference championship.
Many ™:t1eved that Oregon d~rved to take on
the Humcanes as they won their conference
championship and were ranked number two in
the Coaches' and AP polls.
·The BcS contractwith·the NCAA expires
atthecloseofthe2005-2006season.

large bid to a BCS game, that
school woµld receive $13.78 mil.lion. If two teams from the same
BCS co:riference go · te BCS
games, that conference receives
$18 million combi.ried. Any leftover money is split between the
conferences, • which usually
works out to over $1 million per
conference.
Notre Dame, however, is a
different case. The Fighting Irish
as an independent team have no
·conference to benefit from.
Should Notre Danie be invited to
a BCS game, the Irish would
ing.
.
r~ive the full amount of money
One of the _predominant that a .conference typically
concerns with· the BCS iS the · receives.
money that it disperses to .the,
· For instance, if the- Florida
eight schools that compete in the Gators receive an invitation to
BCS games. The system relies the . Orange Bowl, the SEC
on a rotation of.the four major receives between $1L78 and
bowl games: The FedEx Orange, $14.68 million. If Notre Dame
Nokia Sugar, Tustitos Fiesta, and receives an invitation to play the
Rose Bowls,
·Gators in the Orange Bowl, the
. The BCS is made up of the Itish receive t]J.e same amount as
schools of the ACC; Big Ea.st, Big the Gators, but don't split it With ·
12, Big Ten, Pac 10,BEC and the anyone.
.
University of. Notre Daine as an
However, Notre Dame is not
indepen,dent school These ron- afforded the lillrury of receiving .
ferences receive b~tween $11.78 regular money 'for conference
and $14.68 million dollars - _games. Notre Dame football
-. depending on which mem'Qer thrives on the- money that it
goes to Which game;
receives from its bowl invitations
Should a team outside of
these conferences earn an_, atPLEASE SEE-Tulane's oN 24

._

'

6200 lnterQational Drive
Orl~ndo, FL 32819

_)

Orlando's
BIGGEST & BEST
.
Weter Theme Park
is accepting applications
for.the following entry-19vel jobs: ·
.

f,j

Ride Operator
·Ufeguard
,

<

_I

•

•

1

•

l

..

Apply 1n person or call our iob· hotline af

407-248--1'600

-~

,,
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Jqly 23, 2903 • _The Central Flortda Future
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Summer concludes·with
.championships galo.re
.

.
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}ULIE REEVES

• State-of-the-Art ETS 1O & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
• Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
•Free Skin Type Analysis

-' CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Some old -and new faces
picked up some intramural
cliampion t-shirts this summer,
' as 2002-2003 ii now in the histo-ry books.
·
Starting on the hard-court,
the Lake Showwon'another
Competitive league ·title With a nail biting 4540 win over Burg
Style. The game started off slow
as both teams exchanged with
an offensive pace that resembled
this year's NBA finals. Shooting
improved in the second half, and
Lake Show asserted themselves
in the last 2 minutes as they
were lead by Ochiel Swaby's 26
pomts, 14 rebounds, and 3
blocked shots. Chris McNa.lr
chipped in 6 points and Von
Gordon had 5 for the .Lake Show.
Cameron Hopewell was the leading scoring for Burg Style in..
defeat, as he had 13 points.
Michael Colin also won tenth
10th Intramural title of his ·ucF
car~r with the Lake- Show, to go
along wit_h his Softball title, tWo
Flag Fbotball titles, one 5 on 5
Basketball title, and five 3 on 3
Basketball titles. That's one
record that doesn't look to be •
approached any time soon.
In the recreational league
final, East Bradenton outlasted
·Hix Shootin Brix 42-31. East
Bradenton trailed for much of
the first half; but was able to
capitalize _on a costly double
technic8.l foul late.in the second
half to get momentum back in
their corner and cruise to victory in t:Q.e fiiial moments.
· In coed soccer, O'Doyles
overcame an early 2-0 deficit to_
beat 5 Bold Souls, 4-2. Ian EISton
scored the tying goal on a..~-on-1
breakaway that sailed past goalkeeper Felipe Olvera. Elston was
also responsible for the. go- ·
ahead goal, and Shann bonato ·
put the game out of reach with .two minutes left by scoring the
final goal. .
And finally in flag football,
Sig Ep won.the Competitiv~ 4 on
· 4 title 'by coming back from a 196 deficit to beat Dix Squad 26-19.
Quarterback Matt Malloy found
Alejandro Zapata for four touch~
downs as Sig Ep demed Michael
Colin bis 11th IM Championship.
Dix Squad had a.chance to pull
within one point as time expired;
.. but Steve And~rson's pass fell
. through the hands of a wide
open Mike Ruggieri and Sig Ep
added some more awards to
their flag football trophy case.
VJ.C.E. earned Rec league
supremacy by beattng the
Smoose, 20-14. VJ.C.E. was lead
bythe unorthodox throwing
style of quarterback Phil-Masi,
who threw for all tb.ree touchdowns. The Devastators were
the victors in the women's
league, . as they knocked off The
Predators; 40-19..Both teams
combined this past fall to consist
of one 7 on·7 team, so this victory was extra sweet for the ·
Devastators.

· Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
. 407-207-2002 .

w'Ww.planetbeach_.com
.,
·r-·-----------------------------------------------'

COURTESY. INTRAMURAL SPORTS

3 FREE SESSIONS

The Lake Show edged out Burg Style to win the competitive basketball league ·
championship.

Must present coupon. First-time guest.' One per customer. Local reside~ts only.'

I•

24-hour high speed Internet
Service in aU 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service needed.

Cahle TV Programming
with 68.channels plus HBO.

Unlimited local phone service
.
(4 private lines); electricity, water, sewer & pest
control included (no utility deposits)

.less lhan·1 mile -from UCf!
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Self-Cleaning oven, ·lc~-maker refrigerator, microwave·, dis~washer
Utility. room with full-size washer and dryer • .Alarm system & keyed deadbolts .on all doors
Full-size bed, dresser with mirror an·d end table • 4 private full bathrooms
(C)mputer desk and chair
'
www.boardwalkapts.net
lnfo@board-alkapts-net
fax 407-38.4-8094
Located 8/10 of a mile from UCF
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Tulane's Cowen·seeks
to·· eliminate ~ the · BCS
"

coalitionled by Cowen will need.
to be strong. ·
._
and television contracts.
The BCS has previously
Other sc~ools are taking ·recognized flaws in the system
different avenues ·than Tulane's ·and the tendency to exclude
Cowe.Q.. ·
other.schools.
·
The . Mountain r . West
In 2002, the commissioners
Collference firmly believes that of the BCS conferences met to
it belongs in the company of the make sure that the late season
BCS . conferences and Notre confusion ·of whom the number
Daine. The fairly new confer- · one and two teams actually
_ence is looking to immediately were would end..The committee
begin expansion from an 8- discussed the possibility .of a
team league to a 12-team human committee that would
league.
,
decide the top two teams much
Iri the mean time, the pres- like .the committee that decides
idents of .the Mountain West . the teams that enter the NCAA
schoolS are hoping that the basketball tournament. ·
ACC's bid to allow conferences
Howeyer, the six particiwith ten teams to have a confer- pants could not come to a conence championship game. sensus and Jhe idea was shot
Clirrently, NCAA. rules maintain down~ The commissioners also
th~t only a 12-tea..m conference
quashed an idea that would _
may · host -~ championship . have required the two teams 4i
game. If the ACC's ·request is the national ch'ampionship .
processed, th~n the Mountain grone to have won their confer-~est WQuld only look to-add two
ence championships. However,
teams.
the problem that the ACC is facThe Mountain West is look- · ing1now brought an end to that,
ing·_to take teams from the because the ACC, Big East, ·and
Western Athletic Confe~ence, Big Ten do not have conference
much like the ACC eJ:CPanded· championship game~.
thro.ugh the Big East. The
In early 2003, the commis- .
Mountain West has its collective sioners met again to.discuss the
eyes on Fresno State, J:Iawaii, ·possibility of a playoff system,
Boise State, and Nevada.
_ · however the oi:ily immediate
Both the efforts of the result was the formation of an
Mountain West to look more oversight comri:llttee involving
appealing_ and the pending members ·of the BCS schools.
FROM PAGE

22

.Knights lose five players
fullback Andreal Curry; guards Alex
Mendez and Joe Blackard and offen·Griffin League in Maryland as a sive tackle Jeff Harper. · ·
member of the Silver SpringffaComa
Mascoe, Curry; and Mendez
Thunderbolts. Billek has a 4-0 record have been declared academically
and a. promiSing ERA of 1.80. The fueligible. Harper and Blackard have
right-hander earned-league All-Star left for medical reasons.
·
honors · and participated in last
· Mascoe, a · transfer from
Tuesday's All-Star g-atne.
Southwest Mississippi Community
&>phomore Dave Lambert, wh9 ' Co~ege, never lfyed up to his potencame on strong late in the 2003 sea- tial as a Knight. The linebacker .did
son, iS also playing in the Clark come through with-97 total tackles in
Griffin League. He is b~tting ,500 in . 2002, but willnothave the opportunitwo appearances.
ty to improve 4pon that in what looks
·
Pitchers Matt -Fbx and Jamie to be the Knights' best season yet.
Douglas have teamed up with second Outside linebacker Stanford Rhule
baseman PJ Lehmann as members will.fin ip for Mascoe in-the middle. .
of the Staunton Braves in the
· Currywas ready to step up to fill
Shenandoah 1 Valley League in in.for the graduated Sean Gaudion,
V'rrginia. . •
~
however he will no'Y turn to
_ As a starting pitcher, Fbx has Southwest - Mississippi
Junior
been · showing ·signs of maturation, College for his football future. The .
striking out 26 batters ill 18 inning§ junior can ,still improv:e__ hi.S grades
of .action. Douglas has pitched a total and come back for his senior year at
·~ of nine inhings, earning a record of 0- · UCF in 2004. Dee Br.own will take the
2 and a 3.00 ERA. .
starting slbt at fullback now, Brown
Lehmann~ loqkingveIY good at · ~filled in nicely ~for Alex Haynes last .
the plate with a .306 battiJ!g average season, however he lacks the block-·
in 12 games for Staunton.
-iri.g presence ~hat 'c urry provided. ~
_ Kyle Bono and Jon Cooper are: At 6 foot 6, 315 pounds, Mendez
getting some time on the field for the will leave a great ]lole on the offenRiverpoint Royals _of the New sive line. The senior guard's college
England Collegiate Baseball League. career is over. Blackard was also
While Cooper has not
too fortu:- Mendez's backup at the right gliard
nate at the plate, yielding a .107 bat- position, and has ended his football
ting average, Bono has continued to career due to reoccurring injuries,
look great as a relief pitcher. Bono is capped by a back injury. The position
0-0 "with two ·saves in five appear- will most likely,be filled·by reserves
ances. He has struck out_ eight bat:: Sean Gilhuly or Dan Veenstra.
ters in just 5.2 innings of work.
Harper's loss hurts the depth at
offensive tackle, but he was still playFootball suffers five more lpsses
ing behind Kyle Watkins, Seth Ulsh,
As if the loss of defensive end and Larry Peoples.
Rashad Jeanty wasn't enough, the
Knights will be without the services
· of middle linebacker Chad Mascoe,
-FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS
FROM PAGE 17

While it is evident that
many outside the BCS h~ve
problems -with ~he, system, .the ,
overwhelming belief is that it ·
creates a fina.Q.cial exclusion.
"I still believe that the NCAA has all of their support in
the divisions that the instit~
tions fall in under certain criteria," said Orsini. "Th~y compete on equal bases starting out
a season for a championship,
except one. That's division 1-A .
football." .
"Every student athlete in
this country in an NCAA membership institution can lace it
up say they are lfndefeated
starting off a season.. And if
they keep wil;ming and doing -it
right, they are going to take
home a national championship. Every athlete in colle-ge athlet- 1
ics can saythat, except for one
group. That's the non-BCS division 1-A football, -of which UCF
student-athletes are one of." The BCS contract with the
NCAA expires after. the 2005
season. However, it is unclear
as to whether Cowen's coalition
will ha e the_fire power }o end it
earlier.
·
· "Ultimately this issue has
to be decided at the president's
level," Orsini said. "It's a big
issue in our world today and it
has to be decided at the president's level."
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UCF
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Join Us .for :Happy Hour

Present your student ID at the time of purchase. Valid ·at Kihko's of
Waterford Lakes, 899 N. Alafay_a Trail, Orlando, FL 32828. 10%
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All Rights
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.Highlights of the
cultural calendar
LINNEA 'BROWN
STAFF WRITER

.Wednesday, July 23

·

The complex cO-existence
ofhUmans and squirrels on campus

. Best 9f Fringe.Festival 2003
.
· The Social hosts a performance to benefit the Orlando International Fringe ·
Festival. Perforrners include local bands
Fu nkus. Sol Season and Naked Head.
Doors open at 8 p.m. at-54 N. Orange
Ave.; 18 and up; $5; 407-246-1599. .

.

STAFF WRITER

Friday, July 25 ·
Ziggy Marley of the musically-inclined
Marley family brings his brand of laidback reggae-rock to Downtown
Disney's House of Blues. Marley is
tourin·g to promote his latest release.
"Dragonfly." Show at 8 p.m.; $25 -in
advance. $27.50 day of show; 407-9342583.

Saturday, July 26
Harland Williams in 0-town
Stand-up comedian ~arlan d Williams.
best-known for his role as the "seven
minute abs" _killer in "Something
About Ma ry". and his stoner role in
"Half Baked." performs at 8 p.m. and
10:30 p.m. at the lmp,rov Comedy
Cluli. 129 W. Ch~rch St.; 21 and up; $20
in advance. $22 day of show;
321-281-8000.
:/

Sunday, July-27

Supernatural club meeting
for anyone who believes in the supernatural. the Central florida Ghost
Society meets the last Monday of each
month from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. on
the third floor of the Orlando Public
Library. at 101 E. Centn1I Blvd.;
407-894-6619.

Tuesday, July 29
. Stolen Reign at
·
· Kashmir/Slingapours . . ·
Kashmir at Slingapour's hosts an .
acoustic show with loc.al pop-rockers
Stolen Reign for "Stripped Down," a·
weekly u,n~lugged musir-event. Doors
open at 9 p.m. at 25 Wal) St.; 21 and.
up; $5; 407-849-9904.

Wedne.sday, July 30 ·
Classic/Custom·Car Show ·
Oelta Orlando Resort hosts an evening
vehicle festival that includes an inte'r,
national car show. live entertainment.
a ~uffet and prizes from 5 p.m. to 10
p.f]J. at 5715 Major·Blvd. The event is
. free for spectators; $5 registration 'per
car the day of show. Trophies will be
given in all categories;· 407:894-7841_

·he campus seethes with them.
Lurking in the Shadows. Hiding in
the underbrush. _Glaring from
within garbage cans. Watching
your every movement with anticipation
and waiting for one mistake so they can
descend upon you and eat your food.
Meet tbe Eastern Gray Squirrel, or
Sciurus Car0linensis to their Latin friends.
A small rodent, the squirrel lives in a variety of places from C~ada to Key West, and
the UCF campus is no exception. ·
Jay Exum, director of
environmental services
~t Glatting Jackson,
Inc., a local developing
firm that studies natural
_ resources, said that squirrel population distribution
correlates with aQOrn and hi~kory tree
distribution. _In other words, squirrels live ·
where there is food for them.
Which makes it no surprise that squirrels are abundant on the UCF campus.
Outside of the Student Union, these
fuzzy creatures sUITound the eating areas.
Darting from trees to railings, squirrels
demand fries from feasting students.
But, is rewarding the
squirrels with a greasy,
edible prize good or
bad?
·
"It's been my
experience that feed- ,
ing the squirrels cer-·
tainly makes them accli.
mated to humans," Exum said.·
"You'd never see a squirrel come up to you
in the Wild. It changes their behavioral patter.If."
_
After · years of squirrel stalking, the
time has come for students, faculty and .
staff of UCF to ask if these fluffy-tailed
.r odents are becoming.too aggressive and if
people. sho~d stop· their· human-fed food

T

Ziggy Marley at House of Blues

- Monday, July 28

.

BRAND.ON HARDIN

Thursday~ July 24
Vans Warped Tour 2003
The once-a-year high-energy rock
event brings its tour to Orlando. The
Vans Warped Tour 2003. held at the
Central Florida Fairgrounds. 4603 W.
Coionial Drive features popular alternative rock artists such as Rancid. The
Used, less Than Jake. The Ataris and ·
Face to Face. Gates open at 11:30 a.m.
for the all-day festival. Tickets are
$27.75 in advance. $32 at the gate;
407-295-3247. .

Anight of rockin'- at Back Booth
Starting at 6 p.m., local rockers
Counterfit will perform a special show
at Back Booth to wrap up their stint
on the Vans Warped Tour. Bands
Photocell (featuring members of
Michigan Winter). The Chase Theory
and· Might as Well, from Gainesville.
also perform. Back Booth's Sunday
night tradition of free Karaoke at 10
p.m. foilow5' 37 W. Pine St;
407-999-2570.

.

AI.Ex ROMANIUI< I CFF

Squirrels on ~ampiJs are very friendly with people. Sometimes too friendly.

supply.
Connie Washam; senior secretary in
the Foreign Languages and Literature
Department, is an avid squirrel feeder and
watcher. She's fed them at her home for
ye~s, and upon .oommg to UCF, began
feeding them here as well. At various times
of the day, she can be found throwing corn
to the numerous Sciurus Carolinensis.
Washam does What. she can to keep ·
the squirrels she feeds healthy. "I only feed
them corn. No doughnuts or cookies."
She enjoys campus squirrels' li:tek of
fear of hu.rilans.
-''It's fun to walk by thein
and h~ve them .stick around. ·
I'm not afraid of them," she
said. - Leslie Gale, office man:ager for the philosophy depart-·
ment, also finds the small animals entertaining. ·
· "I love the squirrels, they're. fun to
watch," she said with a smile.
But, she fears that by feeding squirrels, people may be harming them.
After volunteering at Orlando's Back
to Nature Wildlife Refuge for seven: years,
Gale ha.S experienced what
happens _when people
feed wild allimals.
"You're putting th~
animal ill danger by
feeding it," she said.
Janet Xenias, a rehabilitation specialist at the
refuge, doesn't fear for the squirrels
being fed. Instead; she fears · for the
humans feedfug them.
"Feeding squirrels by ·hand isn't
smart, unless you like rodent bites and
don't mind teeth grinding into your bone."
She also said th~t feed.Wg squirrels by
PLEASE SEE

Junk oN 28 -

9rlando 's ·r~dio family grows more dysfµnctional
Both of the stations play mod. ern rock music and compete for similar listening audiences,' so the syn. chronized changes were ·probably
not a·matter of coincidence.
· Although, official ratin~ have
someone changes -the radio station. · ·not ·been post~d, reacj;ion to the new
MIKE RIEGEL ·
The morning of June 23 marked · shows has been swift, and in some
STAFF-WRITER
the debut of two radio shows on the cases it has been harsh.
·
People .in Orlando are hearing · -local dial. ·Real Rock 101.1 FM
voices. But this time, students find · (WJRR) decided to import the Big fish, riew pond it's not only the crazed whispers in ·. "Bubba the Love Sporige Show,"
First impressions, according to
their own heads that provide,enter- se:riding ·Pat Lynch and "Taco" Bob some, last a lifetime. Tuning in to
- tainment during the -morning com- to the mid-day slot.
hear "Bubba the-Love Sponge" and .
.
Bubba, whose show is bas~d in his cast of characters often leaves
mute to work or school.
.
Incoming reports from all ·over · Tampa, has been s'yndicated to sev- sucli a lasting impression, ·students
the metropolitan area confirm that eral different markets across ' the .- , say.
these three new voices are full of U.S.
.
"Hi, I just wanted some infor~
ridicule, sarcasm, political incor. 0-Rock 105.9 FM (WOCL) intro- mation about the gay sheep," says
-reotness, and even a hint of lactose duced the "Keith and Tony Show" Ned, one of the personalities on
intolerance. The worst part -is that that same morning, replacing "Leno Bubba's show during a prank phone
· there's no _ escap!n~ them. , Unless, and Carter's Morning Zoo."
call. Ned called a researcher who

New hosts introduced last month.
lo local morning tat~ shows

studies the same-sex mating habits
of rams. .
.
In his thick Soutbern ·drawl,
Ned continues asking questions,
turning the tables on the researcher
and cond1:1cting his own experiment
to discover. just how· far he can go
before he's hung up on. He asks why
anyone would find it enjoyable to
watch two male rams·~ngage in.sex. ual congress, unless the rams in
question were Km;t Warner and
Marshall Faulk, two football players
for the SL.Louis Rains.
-Bubba, born Todd Clem, is the
ringieader of thl,s circus. TJie college
dropout from the Midwest got intQ
radio,.o n whim, and despit.e being
'fired several times, has .worked his
way into haviilg one of the more pop- . ·

a
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Camera phoneS improving
as mobile·gadget sales.soar
. '
tingthe market in rapid-fire pro- gression.
KRTCAMPUS
Sony-Ericsson has proThey say a pic~e is worth · duc.e d a phone with· a 1.3~
a thousand words. With a crop ·mega.pixel camera that will be
of new camera phones, those sold ill Japan by NTr DoCoMo.
photos can speak volumes.
J-Phone, a unit of Britain's
And some of these wireless . Vodafone Group PLC, began
wonders let you send text .and .selling a phone with a 1, audio,. too. A few phones _even . mega.pixel camera this spring.
take and send short video clips.
Camera phones were intro-TONY HENNING
But these photos . aren't duced in tlw. Far East and
Future Image ·analyst
meant for posterity, says Roger · Europe. They began to show up
E~an, who follows the cellular
in the United States late last
phone market for the Y3.nkee year. The Japanese and the
.Group · in Boston. "These are Europeans have readily l~tched
photos you share, not photos on to the camera phones. Sales data services.
you keep."
-worldwide so far have been betPhones with integrated
_Right now, the photos are ter than expected.
cameras and color ·screens are
Analysts · and carriers are what drove an 18 percent jump
postage' stamp-size. For the
phones available in the United looking toward camera _phones in cell phone sales during the
States, the resolution is general- to boost the bottom line. Sending first quarter to 112.7 million, ·
ly less · than one megapixel, photos means extra revenue according to the Web site for
which is fuie for e-mails and Web l;>ecause carriers are charging Gartner Inc., a Stamford, Conn.
sites, not for fine photography.
extra - either by the message
Yet, advancements are hit- or in bundled plans
·for the · . PLEASE SEE Spontaneous ON 29

BEATRICE E. GARCIA

We're a visual ·
species. We like
· communicating
"with pictures.
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Hyatt Orlando·
- ·1n Kissimmee

'1.

WWW.ORLAi'JDOREPTILESHOW.COM
ADMISSION $10 ADULTS $5 CHILD
-

COME GET CLOSE

SNA,:KES, TURTLES, LIZA.RDS, FROGS; SPIDERS,
SCORPIONS, 'P ET SUPPLJ¥S, :BOOKS, AND MORE
Gatorland

Sponsors
,
Lucky Lure Cricket Far"'.'
-

.

More information 321 206-1831
For reseiyations at the Hyatt 407 396 1234

Dr. Mariann L." Tucker·
891 N. Alofayo Trail
407-382~2648

Optometrist
INSIDE THE ·N EW
nJ..ENSCRAFTERS.
at Waterford Lakes
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Asquirrel's life on UCF's campus is far from boring, with trash cans to raid, panhandling to practice and people to chase.

Junk food is bad for·squirrels, too .
FROM PAGE 26

hand makes them more. aggressive. ''It may cause them to bite
someone without -food," she
added.
While Xenias understands
that people ljke to feed squirrels,
she advises - students to feed
them healthy snacks and to
place the food on the ground.
· She recomriJ.ends corn,
fruits and vegetables, and
· unsalted sunflower seeds.
· _"Nothing fried. All unhealtl;J.y
foodS for us are unhealthy for
animals. The foods ·can cause
_ ·the same proble:mS ill the animals as they cail. in us."
~ut students find that sqltirrels are not picky eaters when it
-comes t<;> mealtime.
"i was outside eating fries
and I had to .feed a squirrel just

•

to get it to go away," said Jarvis
Pleasant, a 29-year-old political
science graduate student.
''Whenever a squirrel comes up
. to you and doesn't
leave until you give
them a French fry, "' it's time for them to
go."
Like
Pleasant,
Maggie Gonzalez has fed
the squirrels to keep them at'
bay.
"I've given them something
so they stay back," said the
assistant director of Orientation
Services. "I don't eat out here
alone without lo.oking over my
shoulder."
The univer$ity has never
had any "squirrel concerns" in
the past, said James Uhlir, direc- '
tor of Environmental HeaJ.th and
Safety. "[But] we do advise peo-

f1£f!!Sfi!?!~ork ~
Waterford Lakczs
"A Full Service Flor;st"

14 YEARS SERVICIN<jJH~ COMMUNITY
1345 Howell Branch Road . 10069 Univ~rsity Blvd.
\Winter Park,-FL 32789
Orlando, FL 32817 Phone 407-629-0050
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-629-0877
Fax. 407-679-6787
1-800-393-0051
1-800-827-1 ,097 . -

ple not to feed wild animals," he
said.
Obviously, everyone 4oes
not take this advice, and campus _
squirrel feeding .r emains an
'
issue as the chubbyfaced creatures
continue their aggre .s sive .
tricks.
Aliza Ehrlich,
a 22-year-9ld psychology -student, says she tolerates
the squirrels' behavior for now. ·
"In the Boston · Commons
where people feed them all the
time, they're ferocious," she
said. "If we can cut down on the.
feeding, it probably won't be so
bad here."
Ehrlich offers a simple solution to the sqillrrel-feeding situation: "Eat .all of your Fre:uch .
fries."

· 25¢ Wings 6- 7;30 p.m. Mondays!
Happy Hour ,
15%.Discount with UCF
Student or Fa~ulty ID! .

711 N. Alafaya Trail We service to ALL parts of the
Orlando, FL 32828 countf}'! "Same Day Delivery''
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005 . - · · Wire service or Delivery avaiiable ·
1-866-415-9554 . over pholn~ with major'creditCard

Stop by, call, or visfrus online! www.allinbloom.coin

What·Knight Is Your Kniflht?

(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

· 5-8 p.m. Fridays and.'Saturdays!
$1 Domestic Beers a.nd 2for1 Wells .

Pool Tables, Dart Boards, and
Full Liquor Bar
(]

.
\

'
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Spontaneous shutterbugs·ditching
disposal>les fof camera phon~s
much as $100, whicb :make
the p}lones far. mere affordresearch firm. '
able.
·
Nokia, .the Finnish cell
The Sany~ 8100, one of
phone manufacturer, had a 35
the two ·camera phones
percent market share. Its 3650
offere.d by Sprint PCS in
·camera · phone is one of 'the
South Florida, ends up at
hottest sellers on tile market.
$~9.99 after the ·$100 rebate.
Future.Image Wire, a San
That makes it the first camMateo, Calif., research firm .
era _pb.One under $100 on the
dedicated to tracking the ·
market: .·
..
_ world of digital.imaging, says
·Dependfug on the wirethat some 50 million camera
-less provider, users may have
phones will be sold this year
to pay extra to send mesworldwide. That's 50 percent
sages or e-:mails with photos
a1;tached. / "'
·
more than the tot~ sales of ·
- digital cameras that the firm·
For instance, T-Mobjle
foreeasted for 2003,
wireless users have to subTony Henning, a senior
scribe to its "T-zones" service,
an3.Iyst-at Future Image, says
which co.s ts $2.99 for one
camera phones are stealing
megabyte of data a month, or
market share from traditional
$9.99 for 10 megs a month.
film cameras, not digital camThe company says one
eras. Sales of filili cameras,
megabyte would allow a user
not including singie-use or disto send 25 photos, 10 video
posable cameras, have. bE;ien
clips or view 500 mobile Web .
decliriil;i.g steadily in·the past
pages.
three years.
Some of the models allow .
Henriing says the camera
photos to be sent phone to
phones are compelling g3,dgphone. Users Can.· also send
ets because people carry their
· multimedia messages (MMS)
cell _phones with them. With:
' . - usually messages with .
the cameras built in, folks are
· more than 160 characters and
boqnd to take photos they
a photo or Vi(leo clip and
might not otherwise.
sorind - to Qther w1reless
'We're a visual species.
phones..
"' . We like communicating with Fbr users in the United
pictures," Henning said.
States, there's one drawback
The pricing on these new
with these camera phones.
phones ranges from $199 to '
Tpe MMS messages can only
CHUCK .FADELY I MIAMI HERALD (KRT)
$399. But most of the carriers ~ Camera phones have opened up anew era be _sent between phones on
are offering.,,J'ebates, some as in-mobile communication technology.
·
the same network.
FROM PAGE
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·· erossword
ACROSS
1 Tolerated
6 Actor Julia
10 Culture medi"um ·
. 14 Expansive
15 Arm bone· •
16 Designate
17 Frigfiten
18 Went off
. 19 Poetic peepers
20 Free-for-all
21 Easily angered ·
. 23 Income froin
properties
25· Beginning
26 Preparing to
.stop
· 30 Easy gait
32 Body suits
33 Jalopy
34 Gollar
37 Confederate
38 Overt~rn , .
40 First~ rate
41 Automatic ,
. advance in a
tournament
42 Goofs up
43 Attribute ·to a
cause
45 Run off
46 Locks holder
47 Unit of wisdom?
50 Goes yachting
52 Long-tongued
, mammals
54 Coke and Pepsi
59 Slices ,
60 Seth's son ·
61- Cherish
62 _ go bragh !
63 Summ it
64 Philosopher •
Kierkegaard
· 65 Art
66 Enjoy a book
67 Stair element DOWN
1 Criticize
harshly ,
2 Fireside yarn
3 Spoken
4 Beastly
character
5 Bad mark
6 Judgment
7 On guard
8 Disconnect

0728/08 -

© 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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.

9 Iron pumper's
pride
10 Consecrate
11 Dresses
12 Mosey along
.13 Correct a clock
22 Henfiouse ·
24 Guarantee
26. Wild guess
27 Bell-shaped
flower
28 Gawk at
29 With what
motive?
31 Type of tire
33 "For --;; a jolly .,
good ...
34 Sentence
subject
35 Pot starter·
36 Sugar source ·
39 Dignified bearing
40 4 of dates
42 Scat singer
Fitzgerald ·
44 Select
unsuitable
actors

PltJaSe see
soluli.ons ·an
p·au~~4

45 Central
" ' -51. Bakery .
· California city
byproduct
46 Spoke snake
53 Rend
47 Evidenced
55 Skunks defense
' anxiety
56 Folk tales
48 Harden
57 Environs
49 Top room .
58. E-mail ·

_Shop. Off Campus and Save
On Great Gradoatio·n Gifts>

--Kni9hts ·corner
12209.University Blvd. ·
Orlando, FL 328-17
407--65,7-7979

S.hop our stores f~r
new loWer pri.ced·.·.di-ploma fra~es . __
_
a·nd a great selection
- .· of gifts for the
UCF g:raduate!:..
www.collegebook._com

B 0 0 K-·- s T .0 .R.E
·CBErS Bookstore

12140 Collegiate ·way
Orlando, FL.32817
. 407-382-161-7

.,

',

~O

• Lifestyles

-

'

·Morning shqws rely on crude humor for laughs
FROM PAGE
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'ular FM talk shows nationwide.
· "He's like . a younger
Howard Sterri," junior Wayne
Peterson, 21, said. "I used to live
in Tampa, so I've heard his show.
It's no( the most clever humor,
but he's pretty good at what he
does."
- When "Bubba th~ · ·Love
Sponge" isn't recognized as a
famous radio personality, he's
often identified infamously as
the man who was on trial for animal crueify After a boar was
slaughtered live .on the air during his show last year, Bubba
and ·two of his listeners were put
on trial for·cruelty to animals.
· , The jurj took less than an
MARIE BRANHAM/ CFF
hour to acquit the shock jock,
and the ruling made a lasting Keith Kramer (left) and Tony Johnson are the·stars of O-Rock.105.9's new"Keith and
.impr~ssion on many radio listen- . Tpriy Show'; which airs 5:30..a.m.-10 a.m. weekdays.
ers. After the incident, Bubba's ed to engage in ·a verbal sparring fuf careers as politicians, Keith ·
ratings soared and his show has match with the caller, rendering and Tony ended last Friday's
been syndicated to severru new : hlm helpless and deconstructing broadcast with their best effemi~
markets.
his argument against the show.
nate voices to call a man in
To celebrate- his recent
In defense of the show, , Mississippi and try to get his.
arrival in Orlando, Bubba spoke another caller did say that while support for a day of gay celebra. with wrestler Hulk Hogan, ah she was guilty o.f sending an e- tion in his hometown.
·
area favorite and Florida native. mail telling Keith and Tony "how
Mississippi was well repre- ·
His show runs from 6 a.m. much they sucked," she's since sented by the man, 3.1.though
to 10 ·a.m. every weekday morn- changed her mind and enjoys lis- most of his response was cen- _
ing.
tening to the duo's brand of sored because he was swearing
radio entertainment.
profusely and using derogatory
With more of a local focus, ·terms for homosexuals.
Who are these guys?
- It seems that despite the dif''You· guys sucked the first Bubba, Keith and Tuny interminweek, you sucked the second gle their comedic bits and dis- ferences between the two shows,
- week, aud you still suck. Why cussions with popular- rock they seem to find the same crude
music. Unlike most weekday jokes funny.
don't you play more music?" ·
That was the sentiment of morning shows, Keith and Tony - "They make me laugh, and
· one caller during last Friday's hit the air at 5:30 a.m. instead of forget about work for a few minbroadcast of the '~Keith and Tuny 6 ·a;m. The show ends at 10 a.m. utes," said sophomore Dana
Tu help ensure that they will Jenkins, 19. "I ·hope they stick
Show." Upon hearing the caller's
tirade, Keith and Tony proceed- never be able to achieve success.: around for a while."

.

$100 OFF · - 1

I

.- -·- -·- - - - - - - - - -·I~

on any majo.r dental procedure for new patients

-

'

I

...

Dr.·Charles Arias, D.D.S.
316 N. Alofayo Trail, Suite 701

407.:.3s2-6122

Jefferson~

LOF!S
uniq_u-e ·studen~ ap~rtments

Home is Where your

·FRIENDS are.
Individual Leases
Washer/Dryer in
Euery ·A11artment

Internet Access
Couered Bastcetllall Pauilion

Cable with 8 ~BOs, MTV .& ESPN

A-

·N
Lagooo-St.yle ~ool Plaza _-w'ith Jacuzzi .
~

.

.

-

-

Q .

J Je()On.41t.
s

.

L_ FWS

Pully-Furnished Apartm_
eflt Homes
Fitness -Center·. w .i th

Free-weight_~

Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to· change.

( .
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·.
may lose three to four liters of · ,
fluid per hour with a sodium
loss of only fiv~ mEq per liter. ·
Maintaining good hydra- ·
·
tion, and .adequate salt intake
. are important, and treatment
includes stretching and mas:sage of the affected muscles.
Gommercial sports drinks
may not' ade.quately replace .
the sodium needs, as they are
primarily sugar solutmns. You
can make up a homemade formula ·of one teaspoon of salt
in .500 mL of water, or take a
few salt tablets, and it may be
James F. Schaus, MD
necessary to increase .salt in
t!CF Stiident ·Health Services •
the diet prior to exercis~.
The other two categories
I . like to exercise out- of heat illness are , heat
dqors, but I otlen get over- exhaustion, and heat .stroke.
heated and develop muscle Heat1 exhaustion is the inabilicramps following exercis- ty to continue exercise associing in lwt and humid weath- . ated with heavy sweating,
How can this be prevent- dehydration, sodium loss, .an~
ed?
energy depletion. Other-associated ~ymptoms include musThe· Florida summer is · cle cramps, dizziness, faintindeed a. harsh environment, fug, headache, nausea, vomitand challenges the body's ing, and· body core temperaability to regulate core tern- ture that ranges between 97
perature. The maintenance .of and 104 degrees. Exertional
normal· body . temperature heat stroke is an elevated core
depends on a host of factors temperature usually greater
including ambient tempera- than 104 ·degrees, and associture, humidity, wind, acclima- ated with ·signs of organ ·systization, clothing, medica- · tem failure. This life threatentions, and any pre-existing ing extreme heat related illmecij.cal conditions. When the ness is a medical emergency;
· core body temperature rises · and features include low blood
with' exercise, the body pressure, hyperventilation,
attempts thermoregulation by seizures, · and mental confusweating, and increasing skin sion' often progressing to loss .
blood flow for heat dissipa- ,of consciousness and coma.
tion. The basic cause of heatThe physi~i.ans. at UCF
related illness is the bo.9y's Student Health Services
iµability to rid itself ot excess . assist the athletic trainers in '
. heat by the regulatory meth- preventing, and caring for
ods.of conduction (ice packs), heat related illness in the footconvection (wind or fans), · ball players during summer
radiation (moving io a cooler training sessions. Prevention
environment), · -and evapora- includes gr.adual acclimatiza-.
tion (sweating).. ~
tion, advocating maintenance _
- Sweatil;ig is the primary of adequate salt and fluid
regulatory mechanism when intake prior to exercise, and
exercising at temperatures "pu,shing fluids'' throughout
above 70 degrees, and this exerci~e. Occasionally it is
underscores the need for necessary to administer intramainti;iining fluid volm:~1e and . venous -fluids and cool water
preventing
dehydration. immersion in the . training
Another important considera- . room.
tion is the ambient humidity;
A few guidelines regardwhich inhil>its heat loss from ing adequate fluids include
sweating. During . intense keeping. urine clear to light
exercise in the lieat, sweat yellow,·and maintain less than
rates vary widely; and can be 2% loss of body weight after
as high as 2.5 liters, or five exercise. The athletes are
pounds of body weight per .weighed both before and after
hour. Unfortunately; the vol- exercise. The athletic trainers
ume of fluids that most ath- . also monitor h~at and humidi:letes drink voluntarily during ty conditions, and try .to
exercise replaces less t.h an. : schedule practice sessions in
half of these body fluid losses, tlie early morning, and late ·
often leading to dehydration.
evenings. They also adjust the.
Heat cramps are caused intensity of the workouts to
by excessive !ieat e~osure, · the environmental conditions,
and profuse sweating followed and limit the amount of clothby ton little or too ·much fluid ing, and equipment worn by
intake, that resµlts in ·sodium the athletes.
By modifying your exer(salt) depletion .. During exer- .
cise, a poorly conditioned ath- cise intensity and time of the
lete may lose one to two liters day, and optimizing fluid and
·of fluid and 65 mEq per liter of salt intake,.you should be able
s«;>dium per liour, whereas a to fully enjoy the lovely_heat
highly conditioned .athlete · and humidity of. a Florida
who is acclimated to the heat _summer. ·
·

Ask

adOc ·

er.

'

,

. E-mail your questions to: As~adoc@ma!l.uif.edu .-

FAIRVILLA UNIVERSIT.Y.
· .· Sexual .Education-Department

Take Kaplan.

care·: :h igher•.·.·
· ~· 8 •·. G · ··~Clas~$ ·are 's tarting sOon!
.

.

.

LSAT: Classes ·begin Thursday, ~ugusf21, 2003
GMAT: Clas~es _begin ·T hursday, A~gust 21; 2003

GRE: ·Classes begin Tuesday, _A~gust _2~, 2003 MCATi .Classes begin Wedn~sday, . October 8, 200~ .
DAT &·' OAT Class.es begin.Tuesday, August.26; · 2003
•

'

'

•

•

•

.

I•

. .

. World Lea~er i·n T~st Prfap' :
Reserve your
.
seat ~oday.

'

KAPLAN
1·- 800 • KAP • TE:ST.
-kaptest •.com
•Test mimes are_registered UademarkS of their r<. spectlve o\llners.

Pro Music s,un, Inc. -

.:..

I•
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zoo FoR s.W 250 A,.l!l'OMO'l'IVE
JOO FOR llENr

JZJHOMES

' J.50 ROOMMATES
400 SBllflCES.

JOO ON CAitPvs
.5.50 EVENTS '
600 GllEE!l LIFE
700MJSc

7.50 lRAnz
. ·. 800 JlBu6ION

336i Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orl~do, FL 32817

-

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By fax: (407) 447-4556
By E.,.mail: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
Jn Person: University Court, Suite 115.
(Univ. & Rouse behpid Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

.

407-447~4555

5 p.a. Fri. for Mon. Issue
- 5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

Cash, Check,
Maste:r:card, VISA, AMEX

• classijied~@UCF[µture.c'!"'

2 lsSues (1 week):
.$9perwk
8 ~ues (4 weeb):
$8perwk
24 ~ues (12 weeb): $7 per "'.Ii
BOiding:
$1 per wk
large Headline:
$1 per wk
.Qharges listed above ·include afi ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per ·line.
$1/wk for each additional line.·

IIiI!J HELP WANTED IIiI!J HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wa11ted: $300 a day
Looking for ·exciting· and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call
... ·
1·800-965-6520 ext 107.

Valet Parking - Positions starting·at.
$9 - $1'2/hr are available for friendly,
, outg oing, motivated people. FT/PT ··
AM/PM positions available ·at upscale
hotels in tile Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-727·5
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

potenti~I.

Females who Smoke s.o cially needed
for confidential phone interview.
Selected .callers earn $50. Leave
name and number, your call will be
returned. 888-355-0322 Toll Free

****SALES PRO'S WANTED****
*Up to $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 = $25 x 10 = $250)
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840)
(25+ $40 x 25 $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and Fun Working
Environment
*Flexible part hours avail.
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

ACCESS TO PC?

1

=

•

t

PITA PIT IS HERE!

Turn Spare Time Into $$$

· For great PT employment, please call
407-7f8-7427 or stop by location
acr,oss from UCF next to Smoothie King
in Collegiate Village, ·

Ma11 order/e-commerce business

EARN MONEY & HAVE FUN
Interested in a job where you can show
off your artistic talent? We are now niring
Caricature Artists. Various Loe. & plenty
of opp.
WILL Train. ·Contact Christy
at (321) 356-5067 ,

$250+ per week Part Time
Local Interview
Ms. Anderso·n
Call 407-249, 7998

=

*** $250 a day potential! ***
Local Positions. ·
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Valet Parking Attendants Needed
Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules; FT/PT avail, for great pay
and great opp call
407-971-913.1

•

Senior Stoff Writers

.

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is 1ook.ing for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18~35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.
Par~icipants

will receive:
• 24 supervised training ~essions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

axii-

' · · ', ', • Cov~(amajlr beaf imd JKOdoo: 1wD 1lnely news stories·
' .

Best in Show·
Associated Collegiate Press

Fall 2002 Notfoli~I Con\lention

Best. in the S~uth~ast

Society of Professional Journaljsts :
1
Spring 2003

~est Classified Section
College Ne.w spape~ Business &Ad Managers

2002and 200~ · -

Best Front Page .News ·pesign
·

Student Societyof News Design
Spring 2003

New Home and Residential PT
cleaners needed. Hard working and
experienced a plus. Must have car.
$7.50/hr. and up. Call 407-381 -3790
for info.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING

Bartender Trainees Needed.

TeleSolutions is looking for part time
employees! You must be
dependable, articulate, honest, and
able to handle production goals.
TeleSolutions is located on a bus
line at 436 & Old Cheney Road, near
Hwy 50. Call our Hiring Hot l,.ine:
407-581-3777 ext 137.

. PT/FT. Free info/Full training
www.wealthawaitsu.com or call
-" 1-888-709-8304

E-mail your interests along with a resume to:

Publisher@udfuture.com
The Future is·changing ....

(eutrctl :1 fda ~"

Look for _our·new l~go. ~nd stands, coming in August!

Call Today

407-823-5163
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n!IiJ HELP WANTED n!IiJ HELP WANTED n!IiJ HELP WANTED liJ HELP WANTED
Pool Maintenance: We have a route
and are willing to work with your school
sched. Must have own truck.,All
training, equip. & chem. provided. Call
Kelley's Pool Specialties at ,
407-642-1982 for details, ~

I am a student looking for a job in a sm.
office. Desires wkly cash, salary of
about $300 + per week, doing
secretarial work. Avail. FT with a flex-.
sched. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or 12 p.m. to
9 p.m. Please call 321-356-0409 .

$250 a day potential/BC!rtending

Seeking 5 Lead Sunday School .
Teachers. PT, $50/week.
Hequ. attendance at weekly study
sessions to pr~pare class lessons;
teach each Sunday Sept-May (exc.
. holidays). Send resume/cover letter to
Rev. Karen Duncan, First
Congregational Church of Winter Par~,
225 So. Interlachen Ave. Winter Park,
FL32789

'D:_aining Provided.
602 .

1-800-2~3-3985 'ext

Winter Springs/Oviedo - Mothers
Helper/Nanny - 8 mo. old twins
(boy/girl), light launary, dishes, prep
baby meals. Av~il. Tues & Thurs. E-mail
resume to: sam@planne~bii.com.

The UCF Center for Distributed ·
Learning is seeking a PT computer
applications assistctnt. Database .
'processing, applications software, .
HTML, CS$, JAVA Script Is .required . .
PeopleSoft and Windows Networking
exp. a plus.
~,
15 - 20hrslweek at Research Park.
Fax resume to
407-207-4911, e-mail
distrib@mail.ucf.edu or
call 407-823-4908 for info.

Graduating?

Pre-school teacher and assistant
needed for private school setting
-near Conway. Multiple pos. & flex.
schedule.
Call Mrs. Ivey 407-896-6510'.

.

Need a job?
Get paid to travel!!!
Teach English in China.
407-933-6943. Ask for· James.

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS!
· · Beginning pay ·of $10/Hour
- Begin work today at:
www.studentworknow.homestead.com

. Summer Graduation Tickets
needed for. 3:30 p.m. ceremony.
Must be from College of Arts and
Sciences. Will pay
$5/ticket. Please ca!I
·407-482-3824 for more info.

Babysitter wanted. Tue & Thur~. 7-14
hrs. total (flex.). 9 mo old baby girl,
exp. req. w/infants, $7/hr. Call
Brenda 407-~99-5767.

Local Cheer Gym is looking for
Cheerleading coaches and
Gymnastic instructors; Fo.r interview
call 407-977-9433.
·

Babysitter wanted tor 2 girls 6 & 10.
Afterschool pickup (3 pm) to my
Maitland home. Reliable car, none
smoker, ref. required. Education majors
a plus. Competitive wages. Call
407-3;39-0775.
·

Meetmark. ·
Avon's New
··s ales ·opportunity ,Offers~ ••
We are ·looking for · ·
energetic, motivated
sales_people to assist in
opening new territories
all over Florida.

Visit Us today at
wwwJnfoeng.netjcareers ·
to apply or you can fax your
_resume to 877.329.7755,
Attn: Mr. Burns

•Exciting ilcentive.programs
~ Easy Commission plan
• Products aeated for women 1~24· -•'Order onlne for immeclate deRvery
· • Earn pointuedeemahle for gihs and travel
• Get incentives that may indude cash and
or appearances in a musk video·
• Get college aedit for l'raining

Sales Representative
Seekirtg an org~nized, ·ern~rgetic
& professional in_
dividual _
· possessing aggressive sales
tactics.' Compensation package to
include commission prgm. and
company sponsored benefits.
Expected to meet specific
sales goals. Outgoing individual with
. good relationship building skills,
a clear speaking voice; professional
phone etiquette and comfort in making
outbound phone calls a must. sales@ invisiondealervideo.cem
. ResumE must be in body of email, no
·
attachments.
·
ATTENTION CRAFT LOVERS:
Assemble Nifty Craft Products FT/PT - Earn $5o ·to $300-per week.
Call today start tomorrow.
Se Hable Espanol. Call 813-681·7837
today! Sam - 6pm & Ask for .Connie

Meet mark. Make Friends.
Make a difference.
Joy & Bobby MicKinney
Home: 407·6S4·97S6
Cell: 407·929-6180
tlreambuiltleravon@aol.com
lndep.endent Avon
Sales Rep's

_COME EXPERl.ENCE THE .

DIALAMERl.CA
DIEEERENCE
ENJOY_FLEXIBLE PART-TIME' HOURS
THAT WORK WITH YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE
.. &UNLIMITED EARNING POTENTIAUI ~

IMMED/A·TE OPENINGSl!!

EiI!J

FOR SALE

5 piece bedroom set. Full size
mattress, headboard, 2 nighf stands
and 2 dre~sers w/mirror incl. Great ·
cond. Like new. $500/obo . .Call Julia at
407-497-7811.

+::au
Magazines

EARN GREAT PAY·

AND-BENBUS

.{

· and

sales verification,agents,
Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

or apply at 615A Herndon A_ve., Orlando, FL ~2803. ·
Are you interested in an exciting career?

•••••••••
Are you a ~urrent college. Freshman or Sophomore?

•••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

FLEXIBLE AM/PM _SCHEDULES • UPBEAT ENVIRONMENT
· PAID TRAINING • BUSINESS CASUAL ENVIRONM,ENT

· AND WEEKLY PAYCHECKS-

. .WHILE HAVING FUN WHILE you WORK

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore .students enrolled in
Air Force ROIG can apply for available scholarships.
.~.

·incentives
inGlude:

·~ Op to

$15,oo6Juitio.Q per yea{
• $51 O in textbooks reimbursement
• Month~y stipend-($250-$400)
·

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses

DON'T HESITATE AND.·M.ISS OUT ON THIS EXCITING OPPORTUNITYlll

No
·
.
W:'
"
.
· 1•.
•
CH 1
.A

EAST ORLANDO (407) 243-9400
,WINTER PARK (407) 673-9700'

• One yea~ scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students
For more information, call us at
407-823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)
or visit us at our web site:
http://airforce.ucf.edu

34 ~ Classifieds
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FOR SALE

· www.AquariusG.com- CHEAP BODY
JEWELRY and More! Where Fashion is
always Wide-Awake! For 10 Percent
Merchandise Discount enter Alabama
College Discount in special shipping ·
instructions.
· BED - Queen pillow-top set. New, in
plastic, sacrifice $145, can deliver.
407-383-0585
BJ:D - Full size mattress set, new,
wiwarranty, $115.
407-275-0935 . .
BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $470. 407-275-0612.

mi] AUTOMOTIVE
!! DO NOT PAY DEALER ·
RATES!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality
auto repair/maintenance, etc? Don't
delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
indep~ndent shop rates!
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FoRRENT

2 rooms av~il. in 3/2 house behind
· UCF. ·M or F, N/S please.
$395 incl. util. and cable modem.
Av.ail. Au9. 1. Call Jeff at 407-496-0848.
STOP wasting Dad's money· <;in rent.
Put it to better. use. Student borrower,
. Parent co-borrower.
Buy a house. Call Lee Jackson at
Investment International 407-381-0068 .
or 407-314-0505.
4/2 house less than .1 mile from UCF.
·Lg ~creened , porch,
lg fenced yard, 1 year leas~.
- $1280/mnth +sec. dep. ·
Call 407-929-2913 . .

.Jefferson Commons sublease.
Roommate needed for 2/2 apt.
next to UCF. Furnished, util.,
ethernet and W/D incl. Female pref.
- Price neg. Call Lindsay at
. ' 352-682-4028. ·.
ROOMMATE-WANTED to share a
3/2.5, 2 story towr:i home @ Waterford
Lakes Fully furnished - bedroom W/D
fast internet, cable, 12 min from UCF
NO DEPQSIT $460 + 1/3 Util. Call
Brady @ ~07-249-.5238.

0
•

2000 .Silve'r Dodge Stratus ES

... 'p'Af.,R everything. Floor ma1s,
. AM/F.M ,Stereo Cassette. Keyless·entry.
Tinted windows. A/C. Cruise control,
new tires, service manuals and records.
~·· Runs well. 60k. $6500/obo.
Call 407-382-6943 for info.
'86 Toyota Tercel SR5, Must sell!

K & N airfilter, AJC, 2 & 4 whe.e l dr.
._
Appraised at $1900.
· Need cash. No serious offer refused.
. Come see! Call ·
407_-~62-442~ or 305-992-1377.
2000 Plym.outh Neon - Automatic
. AM/FM Stereo w/Co,·oual
Airt>ags, AJC, only 45k miles!
. Rui:is w~ll, $6000/obo. Call John @
407..-538-4240 .for more info.

·m

FoRRENT

NEW HOMES FOR RENT
4bd/2bth new 'h omes in UCF area for
rent $109510 $1295. Call 407-629-6330
or www.ORLRent.com to view our ·
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
Room avail. in 3/2 house 2 mi from
- UCF. Incl W/D and full kitchen.
Furnished exc. bedroom. $460/mo.
All util. incl+ ISP internet. Call Carlson
at 407-748-0118.
4bed/3bath home next to UCF. Incl.
water, central A/C, lawn .care, large porch
and parking. Exe. neigh. $1800/mnth.
Avail. Aug. 1. Resp. students please.
· Great landlord. Please call .
407-207-0429 and 407-592-8756.

.FREE RENT
1 & 2.bedro9m

Floor Plans
We. Tak~ Co-Sig_ner.s!

Room foJ Rent in 3bd/2.5ba. house.
7 min from UCF. Util, dig. cable,
. phone and DSL incl. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr.
Female prefer.red. 407-761-1270

2 S3reat Ur:ilt~ Available!
2/2, W/D, great location across from
· UCF. Only $700/mo
Call 407-872-6277

2300 sq. ft. 5be<!f2 ba!h house on a
ski lake in Altamonte.4 students, $550/ea .
·5 students, $450/ ea.
Includes all util. Bring boat or Sea Doo.
Paddle boat and canoe·incl.
Call 407~619-7972!
Tuskawilla/Red Bug Road area.
2/1.5 townhouse. W/D, screened in
porch. Comm. pool. $795/mnth.
. Call 407-699-6418.
2/2 Townhouse. Great cond.,
WID, screen patio, back yard,
parking, 1 mile from UCF. Pets ok.
Avail. 8/1/03. $650/mnth.
Call 954-328-7475.
Room available for female in Northgate
Lakes· across from UCF. Fully furn .
4bd/4ba, all util. incl.,and ethernet.
$470/mo + move-in fees. Available
08/03 - 08/04. Call Kristina @
941-685.:3457.
ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL. All UTIL. FURNISHED WIT,H BED.
HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER,
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN TV.
ACCESS TO POOL AND
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES
ONLY. CALL 407-468-3161

LOOK
3 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Incl. in ground pool, W/D, full
kitchen. M and N/S pref. $350/mnth.
+split util. Call 407-38~-8772.·
Female roommates wanted. For 4/3
house close to UCF. Non-smoker and
no pets. $500/mo, utilities, internet
& cable included. Call Angie
·407-:.366-4035 or 954-494-8659
Ro€lm For Rent avail. immed. in The
Village at Alafaya Club. $489/mo., fully
furn., util. and cable incl., walk-in closet
and priv. bath. Call 407-313-6906 or ·
e-mail flachick13@yahoo.com

m

· Suble~se avail. in a 3/3 at The Villag~
at Alafaya Club. All Util. incl. W/D.
Starts Aug. 8 to July· 2004. $485/mo.
Price neg. Call 305~3-5800 for info
F needed fo·r sublease close to UCF.
$399/mo. all util. i.ncl. Plus '·w/D, gym,
pool and free. si:iuttle. ·July already
paid for. Avail. now until Aug. 2004.
Call Vinit at 407·-53874128.
M looking for a M/F roommate. 1 mile
from UCF. $350/mo. No deposit. Incl.
. EVERYTHING. Unfurnished. Just
remodeled every room in house.
Access to pool. Tony 407-484-6744.
Sublease avail. in 4/4 at Pegasus
. Landing. $475/mo.
All util. incl & fully furn. Begins ·Aug.
16. $240 for rest of Aug. Call
.
407-625-4659.
4/2, 2000 sq. ft. ho·use,
2c_gar, Casselberry. Lawn/pest control
incl. Spa, FP, W/D, AC, C fans, semi-tile
screen patio, $1500/mo, move-in special.
- Dan Barrett 407-628-5458.

I I

Pegasus Landing Sublease. Room
avail. for M in 3/3. No move-in costs.
$500/mo. W/D, furnished, ethernet
and all util incl. Call 407-628-2248.
Village at Alafaya Club
Sub-Lease. 1br w/bath/wic furnished
in 3br apt. Females only. I pay 1st
/ mo. rent. Aug. 2003-04 Last Yrs. Rate
$490/mo. Nikki 954-755-1129 or .
754-581-2452.

We offer promotional products for
any eyent or function. Please call me
·
-at
·

Female roommate needed to
sublease. brm in 4/2 .apt. in Pegasus
Pointe. $425/mo~ all util. incl. Fully
furn. ·Begins Au'g. 1. Call. Jen at
.
712-359-7693. -

407-313-0822, my name is Victoria
Kerensky. I am your on campus rep • .
for -Varsity Marketing. We specialize
in promotional products that make
-- the Dean's list.

Fu~,. s.illy 23F seeks M/F to share

***RESUMES***

2br/2ba apt in Knights Landing.
Pets_welcome. $398/mo + 1/2 util.
W/D; D/W. 1 mi to UCF. Call
Robin 352-870-4738. .

$49.95 student special.
FREE cover.fetter. included.
Call 407-268-4734 or email:
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com

1 roommate neeEled in nicely furnished
3/2 house. 2 miles from UCF. Bedroom
not furnished. Community pool.
$415/mnth + util. Must be clean. Call
:
407-489-3075.

WRITING TUTOR
Improve your Writing. Help
w/basics or specific projects . .
Professional Writer-Author.
Reasonable Rates 407-252-5009.

Female roommate needed to share
condominium 12' min. from UCF.
Furnished for fall semester;,$500/mo
incl elec. Call M~ri~a· at 954-240-7140
or 954-581-5981

LEARNl.NG ENGLISH? Need help?
Tutoring .tor English ·conY,ersation,
grammar, compo,siJion, ect. R~sonable
·
prices. Galt 407-489:2~12.

East Orlando • Bran.d New! 4/2, 2-car
gar., LR, o·R, FR, eat-in kitchen,
. every upgrade and most options.
All appl. incl! $1490/mo. Very Nice!
407-833-0063.

Im

0

HOMES

2bed/2bath, 960 sq. tt~ home for sale
at 1535 Barkwood Lane. Asking
$29,900. Call
407-616-9989 for more info.

Roo'mmate gone? Garage full?

2 roommates to share great home,
min. from UCF. Must enjoy yard,
lake, spa, Internet, cable, W/D,
private room and awesome little dog . .
Mor F,
N/S. Everything incl. $500/mo.
Call Jeff,.UCF grad, .407.737.6690.
Details/photos online:
www.thin.kcybls.com/room
Village at Alafaya Club
Sub-lease. 1br w/bath/wic furnished
in 3br apt. Females only. I pay 1st
mo. rent. Aug. 2003-0~ last Yrs. Rate
$490/mo. Nikki 954-755-1129 or
754-581-2452.
·-

Light Hauling/Cleaning.
Excellent rates! Quick service. Please, .....
leave message at
407-343-4899.

Mens $15 Special!!!
Highlights_for ·short-hair(w/ad) Barber
avail. @$9.95 cuts/fades Joy Hair & AU.
407-671--8884
10012 Univ. Dr. Behind Circle K

_

2 M/F needed for 4/2 house close to
UCF. Nice area. Water, internet phone &
cable incl. Call 321-230-0658 for pricini

SERVICES

2 Female Roomates, Large 4/2 House,
1 mile from UCF. Quiet neighborhood.
House is furnished, room is not. W/D.
No lease requ. $450/mrith. incl. util. or
$110/wk. _407-830-8775.
Cheap living!!! $325 + 1/4 of Util.
Cable & W/D incl. Wireless Internet.
Clean, laid pack and resp . student
preferred. Call Eric @ (407) 482-0864
1 or 2 Females wanted for 3/2 home
in Union Park. Fully furnished.
$450/mnth ea.
All util. incl: Dog in house. Call
407-737-3714 or e-mail
ksmiller.1993@yahoo.com.

Experience a French born teacher, All
levels, Reasonable rates. Adults and
.
kids. 5 miles from UCF.
Call 407-482-2343 or leave message

MISC
COED .DATES

-- · - Your link to fun:·
O-T9wn Online Colfeg~ Community
FREE MEMBERSHIP
http://CoedDates.com
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*** FRENCH TUTOR ***
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Female Roommate Needed for 2/2
condo. Only 1 mi from campus!
'$500/mo includes everything!
Move in August 1. Call Sara @
or 239:281-1937. ·

l:Iim

SERVICES

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
T SHIRTS, HATS, MUGS,
'PENS .ETC!!

BOOMMA'TES WANTEctfor 4bdl2.5ba
house in Regency -Park: .5 min. to:
UCF, Great Area, Poot; All
AMENITIES & UTILITIES included.
1
$435/mo. 321-695-6952.

3/2 Waterford Lakes Area,
1,650 sq. ft, partially furn.,. borlUs room,
Lg screened in porch, W/D. 2 car
garage.Sec. sys., lawn qare incl. Call
.
321-239-0271.
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MARY-KAY®

the

made-for~you

-Makeover !.

Discover skin care & makeup made to suit your skin tone, your eye &
hair color, even your lifestyle. Call me today for a free computer, gen~rated Personal Skin Care & Color Profile - . We'll create a look
that's uniquely yours. ·
..ENNIFER MA.SSANI
Enter to Win $10,000 in the Summer
SNeepstakes on my web site or call me.

INDEPENDENT BEAUlYCONSULTANT

w'-Nw .marykay .corTi/jhassani
407.281.9918

Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order

HOUSE FOR RENT in Regency Park
·Beautiful, New 4bd/2.5ba, 5 min. to
· UCF, Great Area, Pool, $1,100/month,
available 8/1/03
321-695-6952
- 3/2 house. Cul de Sac,
lrg. backyard, conservation area. 2
car garage. Well kept. Waterford
Lakes area. Avail. immed. Call
. , 407-701-3639 • . .
·.Room avail. in 3/3 at Pegasus Landin§
across frcim' UCF. Fu.lly furn. All util. ·incl.
$475/mnth. Avail. immed.
Call 321 :945-4516: ..

F roommate needed for 4/2 house on
lake behind Waterford Lakes. Wireless
internet, cable T!V., W/D, pool, sec.
system, comm. tennis, volleyball & ·
more. $425/mnth . incl. all util. Call
·Alissa at 407-381-3294.
Female looking for Female Roommate
in 2/2, Pine Harbour Apartments off of
Rouse Rd, near 408. Only $350/mo +
util Racquetball, volleyball, pool, gym.
No deposit required. Call Tanya
. 407-925-2307.

Ma.le UCF graduate looking
to rent room in Orlando. Willing to ·
pay up to $300/mnth. Please call
407-327-5569 with info.
~OOMS FOR ·RENT IN HOME!
3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6BR/4Bth
hous~ in Waterford Lks East, fully
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed ·
internet, walk~in closet~, gated
. comm., on a lake, rent equal to an .
.apt., Best bank for Buck at UCF! !

~all'Tony@ 407-23~5800.

Michael J. Hinkley,
L.A. Real Estate, Inc
-407.;679-2600'ext.· 104

l:Iim

FoRRENT

Female ro9mmate preferred for
1bd/1 ba avail. in 2bd/2ba apartment.
10 min. from UCF, $260/mo. + 1/3 util.
Call Leigh at 386-860-11

?O.

Airport Sh.u ttle
UCF Area to Airport- $251 person

Party vans available for

nighttime entertainment!
Ask about our discounts
with valid UCF ID.--

Florida International Guest Services, Inc.
For reservations call:

(407) 522-0100

Limited Time - ~
·Ladies Subscribe .FREE
O~lando-'s

Online

College .CommurJity
Your Link to FUN

. I always s~w - myself working in an omce·.
But it turned out I like thinkin·g on my .·
feet, doing· te·n thin~s at once_. ., l_ike
managin~ a balance sheet _
i mpacting a

$6 billion ca'mpany. And I definitely like
_the potential to earn more money tho~
my friends cl~mbing the corporate ladd~r.
It's

a ljule surprising how much I enjoy it ..

But Enterprise ~s a surprising place.
1hey train me . .StJpport m.e. Reward :me
w_hen I perform. Yet they let me· do it my.
way, and I've never learned _so much in
my life.

M..J ferJifrvtl tk1t:t:rprue
EM Enterprise!

·-

ren1'-a-car.

enterprise.coin/ careers
Enterprising applicants, please send resume to: _
Christine fodd, Recruiting Manager,
130 University Park D.r. Ste. 235,
1

Winter Park, Fl 32792.
phone: (407) 670-1733 ext. 201
fax: (407) 670-1744
e-mail: ctodd@erac.com

·Crispers Presents~ ..

EOE

· WE'RE RIGHT
AROUNDTH-E ;
. \\ · CORNER! .

.•:. EverythingYou·Need
to Know About College':"
Of course, your college career will be a wonderful voyage of _
discovery. You'll have new learning.experiences, expandyour
· consciousi:iess with new courses, meet new people fromjust about
all over the world. But.one of the most important things to learn
is _how to stay healtp.y and how to get free food.
You~re in lucis.. Crispers resta_µrants are right near the UCF campus ...
- and that's where you get the free food. See? You learned something already.
College isn't ~II fatburgers, pizza and substandard subs. Not :when Crispers is so close to UCF. ·
Crisper~ 1s your quick, delicious alternative to fast food, where you can 's toke up on garden-fresh · '
gourmet salads, hearty stacked san_9wiches, and a dozen temptirig soups, all made fresh every
single day.
If you're a sweet fre~k, you'll love our creamy cheesecakes, rich layer cakes, cookies, and brownie_s.
A,nd then there are _all the sundaes and milkshakes made with delicious P~blix Premium
Ice Cream.
I

\ Crispers is now open at 436 &
University and Alafaya Trail, which
means delicious food is right ·
around the corner... and it's fast!
Plus, we're opening more
new locations all the time.
Eat in ... take out...whatever.
Just visit us today, apd you can t~ll
your Mom you're eating right!
'

GRAND· OPE I G !

.

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

WINTER PARK:
ph (407) 673-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM ·-8 PM

GRA D OPENI G!
WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

ORLANDO
ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THlJ: 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM
REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES
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SEMORAN BLVD.

